ABERDEEN SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 5
ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON
Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors
Community Room, Aberdeen High School
June 7, 2016
AGENDA
6:00 p.m. Work Study
7:00 p.m. Regular Meeting Call to Order
Flag Salute
Consent Agenda
1. Minutes
2. Trip Requests
Comments from Board Members
Comments from Student Representatives
Comments from the Audience
Old Business
1. Board Meeting Schedule
Superintendent’s Report
1. Stewart Field Grandstands
2. 2016-Year-End Activities
3. Retirement Reception
4. Policy 2161 Special Education
Instructional Services
1. New Instructional Materials
2. Surplus Technology
Co-Curricular and Extra-Curricular Activities

Board Meeting Agenda
June 7, 2016

New Business
1. SRO Interlocal Agreement
2. Next Meeting
Comments from the Audience
Executive Session
Personnel Matters
1. Certificated
2. Classified

ADJOURN
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ABERDEEN SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 5
BOARD INFORMATION AND BACKGROUND
June 7, 2016 – Community Room, Aberdeen High School
6:00 p.m. – Work Study for review of a draft budget for 2016-2017.
7:00 p.m. – Regular Meeting Call to Order
Flag Salute
Consent Agenda – Enclosure 1
1. Minutes of the Previous Meeting – Minutes of the regular meeting conducted on
May 17, 2016, are enclosed for your review and approval.
2. Trip Requests
a. The industrial engineering class at Aberdeen High School is requesting
permission to travel to the VOLTA Lineman College at Camp Rilea in Oregon on
June 3.
b. SkillsUSA is requesting permission to travel to the national SkillsUSA
Conference in Louisville, KY, on June 19-25.
c. The AHS Girls’ Volleyball team is requesting permission to travel to Washington
State University at Pullman, WA, for volleyball camp on July 12-16.
Comments from Board Members
Comments from Student Representatives
Comments from the Audience
Old Business
1. Board Meeting Schedule – This is the time set aside for discussion of the Board’s
2016-2017 meeting schedule. Enclosure 2
Superintendent’s Report
1. Stewart Field Grandstands – Superintendent Opstad will update Board members on
preparations for repairs to the stands at Stewart Field.
2. 2016 Year-End Activities – Superintendent Opstad will update Board members on
graduation and other year-end activities.
a. Graduation at Aberdeen High School is at 6 p.m. Friday, June 17.
b. Graduation at Harbor High School is at 6 p.m. Thursday, June 16.
3. Retirement Reception – All are invited to a reception honoring staff members who
are retiring this year. It is planned for 4 p.m. Thursday, June 16.
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4. Policy 2161 Special Education – The procedures in Policy 2161 Special Education
and Related Services have been updated to align with the recently adopted updates
in other policies affecting students receiving special services. They are presented
tonight for your information. Enclosure 3
Instructional Services
1. New Instructional Materials – The Instructional Materials Committee met on May 12
and is recommending adoption of the materials listed below. They are presented
tonight for second reading and adoption.
a. My Perspectives by Morrell, Hiebert, Gallager and Cummins and published by
Pearson for use in English Language Arts Classes in grades 6-12. Enclosure 4
b. Conversations in American Literature by R. Aufses, Shea, Scanlon and K.
Aufses and published by Bedford/St. Martin’s for use in English classes at
Aberdeen High School. Enclosure 5
c. Collections 6-12 English Language Arts published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
for use at Harbor High School. Enclosure 6
2. Surplus Technology − Teaching and Learning Director Judy Holliday is
recommending that the devices and materials detailed in the enclosure be declared
surplus and no longer needed by the district because they are being replaced, are
damaged beyond repair or have outlived their useful life. Enclosure 7
Co-Curricular & Extra-Curricular Activities
New Business
1. SRO Interlocal Agreement – The interlocal agreement with the City of Aberdeen
establishing a School Resource Officer in the District has been revised and
updated. It is presented tonight for your information. Enclosure 8
2. Next Meeting – The next regular meeting of the Board is set for 7 p.m. Tuesday,
June 21, 2016, in the Community Room at Aberdeen High School. There will be a
public hearing on the budget. Who will audit the bills? A work study will begin at
6 p.m.
Comments from the Audience
Executive Session
At this time the meeting will recess for an executive session that is expected to last 20
minutes for the purpose of evaluating the qualifications of applicants for employment
and followed by a closed session to discuss collective bargaining.
Personnel Matters Enclosure 9
1. Certificated
2. Classified
ADJOURN
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ABERDEEN SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 5
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the
Board of Directors – May 17, 2016
At 7:05 p.m. President Bielski convened the regular meeting of the Aberdeen
School Board in the Community Room at Aberdeen High School. Members
present were Christi Boora and Jeff Nelson, along with student representative
Shelby Cokeley, Superintendent Thomas Opstad and 31 patrons and staff.
Directors Erin Farrer and Jamie Walsh, and student representative Katurah
Martin were excused. A work study for a review of the Stewart Field
grandstand project with architect Al Gozart and discussion about a high
school trimester schedule preceded the meeting.

CALL TO ORDER

On a motion by Jeff Nelson and seconded by Christi Boora, the Board
approved the Consent Agenda, which included the minutes of the regular
meeting conducted on April 19, April payroll vouchers 820599 through
820646 totaling $1,426,865.57; General Fund vouchers 820572 through 820598,
820648 through 820650 and 820677 through 820774 totaling $1,847,952.25; ASB
Fund vouchers 820647, 820654 through 820676 and 820775 totaling $36,496.80
and Private Purpose Trust Fund vouchers 820651 through 820653 totaling
$155.65; approved an overnight and out-of-district trip request for the AHS
Marching Band to travel to Victoria, B.C., and accepted correspondence from
the Grays Harbor Juvenile Detention Center regarding space availability for
the 2016-2017 school year.

CONSENT AGENDA

Director Christi Boora commented that she is looking forward to the open
house at Harbor High School celebrating the 25th year of Snug Harbor and the
teen parenting program, COPE.

COMMENTS FROM
BOARD MEMBERS

President Sandra Bielski requested that discussion about returning to a
schedule of two Board meetings per month be placed on the next agenda.
Student Representative Shelby Cokeley shared information about events and
activities at Aberdeen High School, including news that the AHS boys’ soccer
team was currently playing in the state tournament and the score was 1-0; a
reminder that the SkillsUSA barbecue and fundraiser is scheduled for
Wednesday, May 18, at 6 p.m., and information about testing and
preparations for Senior Boards. She also noted that since this might be her last
meeting she wanted to thank Board members for the opportunity to serve
these past two years.

COMMENTS FROM
STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE

Students in Myka Jugum’s 5th Grade class at Robert Gray Elementary School
gave a presentation on their environmental study that resulted in replacing
plastic spoons with “silver” ware in the lunchroom at school. The students
also presented information about the projects they undertook to earn their
way to WE Day, along with pictures of their day in Seattle at the event.

COMMENTS FROM
THE AUDIENCE
ROBERT GRAY
STUDENTS
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Following review of the bid tabulation, on a motion by Christi Boora and
seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board awarded the contract for a new VOIP
phone system to Ednetics of Issaquah, Wash., which submitted the lowest
qualified bid at $165,403.62.

OLD BUSINESS

At the request of Superintendent Thomas Opstad, a recommendation to
consider two roof replacement projects was added to the agenda. Following a
presentation of the bids obtained off the Small Works Roster, on a motion by
Christi Boora and seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board awarded the contract to
replace the roof at the Administration Building to John Lupo Construction,
which bid $54,205.00, and awarded a contract to Rognlin’s Inc. to first remove
the chimney and repair the area for roofing.

SUPERINTENDENT
REPORT

VOIP PHONE
SYSTEM

SUMMER ROOF
PROJECTS

Following presentation of the bids obtained off the Small Works Roster, on a
motion by Jeff Nelson and seconded by Christi Boora, the Board awarded the
contract to replace the roof on the south annex at A.J. West Elementary School
to Western Washington Construction, which was the low bidder at $56,691.25.
Following a presentation by Superintendent Thomas Opstad about conditions
necessitating work on the grandstands at Stewart Field without delay, on a
motion by Christi Boora and seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board voted to
declare the grandstand situation at Stewart Field an emergency in order to
expedite the design of necessary repairs so construction and roof replacement
can take place over the summer making the grandstands safe for all students.
The Board discussed the possible removal of the southwest portion of the
stands to make way for a safer concession and restroom area. There also was
discussion that the stands are fine to use for graduation but access to the press
box area is prohibited. The Board also asked whether declaring an emergency
makes the project less competitive. Superintendent Opstad said that in this
case, while the architect is recommending expediency, it’s not expected to
inflate the cost. Rather, collaborating with local contractors on the best
solution should help ensure the stands will be in service for another 80 years.

STEWART FIELD
GRANDSTAND

Superintendent Opstad shared information about year-end activities and
concerts taking place throughout the District, along with a reminder that
graduation at Harbor High School is set for 6 p.m. Thursday, June 16 and
graduation at Aberdeen High School is at 6 p.m. Friday, June 17.

YEAR-END
ACTIVITIES

Superintendent Opstad updated Board members on the Study and Survey of
district facilities that is being prepared by Brian Fitzgerald of TCF
Architecture. The Study and Survey is required if the District intends to seek
state matching funds for construction projects. He noted that in addition to a
new Stevens Elementary School and remodeled Miller Junior High School to
create a “true” middle school of grades 6-8, the architect has been asked to

STUDY AND
SURVEY
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look at adding a weight room to Aberdeen High School and explore adding a
gymnasium at A.J. West Elementary School. He also said district-owned
property near Grays Harbor College has been ruled out as a possible site for a
new school given the $3 million to $5 million cost just to bring infrastructure
and utilities to the site.
Superintendent Opstad announced that the annual reception honoring
employees who are retiring is set for 4 p.m. Thursday, June 16.
Superintendent Opstad discussed the need for two Board meetings in June in
order to share information on the budget prior to a public hearing at the June
21 meeting and to process personnel matters.
Superintendent Opstad discussed the forum for candidates seeking election to
the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, which was organized
by students from The Evergreen State College, hosted by the District and
filmed by TVW on May 14.
Superintendent Opstad noted that the AHS Marching Band would be leaving
for the Victoria Day celebration in British Columbia on Saturday, May 21, and
students and boosters were very excited to be traveling with the new band
trailer.

RETIREMENT
RECEPTION
BOARD MEETING
JUNE 7
OSPI CANDIDATE
FORUM

MARCHING BAND
TO VICTORIA

Teaching and Learning Director Judy Holliday presented the Teaching and
Learning Report for April. She also discussed the Math Olympiad that took
place on May 7. It was the district’s fifth year to host the event and this year it
drew 43 teams from 13 school districts. Superintendent Opstad noted that it
is an enormous amount of work for Mrs. Holliday and her secretary Grace
Hagen, with support from the principals and many volunteers. Mrs. Holliday
commented that Smarter Balanced testing is in full swing, that the District is
again grateful to the Miriam J. Weatherwax Trust for continuing to fund the
STAMP foreign language assessment, and that it will be a busy summer in the
Technology Department as the new phone system is brought online.

TEACHING AND
LEARNING

At this time, the meeting was interrupted for an announcement by Principal
Sherri Northington that Aberdeen had won its first match of the state soccer
tournament against Fife, 1-0.

SOCCER UPDATE

Teaching and Learning Director Judy Holliday, AHS English teacher Cori
Krick and Harbor High Principal Derek Cook presented the new English
Language Arts materials that are being recommended for adoption. The
following materials were presented for first reading: My Perspectives by
Morrell, Hiebert, Gallager and Cummins and published by Pearson for use in
English Language Arts Classes in grades 6-12; Conversations in American
Literature by R. Aufses, Shea, Scanlon and K. Aufses and published by

NEW
INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS – ELA
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Bedford/St. Martin’s for use in English classes at Aberdeen High School, and
Collections 6-12 English Language Arts published by Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt for use at Harbor High School. Director Christi Boora asked about
the continuity of the curriculum if students transfer between Aberdeen High
School and Harbor High School. Mr. Cook said at Harbor High they assess
where the student is at when they enroll and put a plan in place to continue
forward. He also commented that this was one of the most exhaustive
curriculum selection processes he has taken part in and the English
Department deserves a lot of credit. Mrs. Krick commented that she expects
to see growth in two years.
On a motion by Christi Boora and seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board The
Board adopted Resolution 2016-01 renewing membership in the Washington
Interscholastic Activities Association.

RESOLUTION
2016-01 WIAA
MEMBERSHIP

Finance Director Elyssa Louderback presented the Fiscal Status Report and
Fund Balance Report for April, as well as an update on enrollment from the
May 1 count. She discussed an upcoming bond payment, roof repairs and
expenditures coming up in curriculum and technology and will lower the
fund balance by almost $1 million. She anticipates a 7 percent fund balance at
the end of the year. Superintendent Opstad shared a spreadsheet detailing
revenue flow over the past five years and expenditures by month. He also
shared an update about likely changes to the student apportionment system.
The state is moving toward a system that will fund districts based on schoollevel enrollment rather than district totals by grade level. He said it’s unclear
what that means for overall school funding.

FISCAL STATUS
REPORT

Finance Director Elyssa Louderback discussed the pre-Disaster Mitigation
Handbook that is being completed. It will be posted online for review and
public comment.

PRE-DISASTER
MITIGATION
HANDBOOK

On a motion by Christi Boora and seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board adopted
RESOLUTION
Resolution 2016-02 Authority to Sign Warrants authorizing Finance Director
2016-02 WARRANT
Elyssa Louderback to pay warrants.
AUTHORITY
On a motion by Christi Boora and seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board adopted
RESOLUTION
Resolution 2016-03 adding Finance Director Elyssa Louderback as an auditing
2016-03 AUDITING
officer for the District.
OFFICERS
On a motion by Jeff Nelson and seconded by Christi Boora, the Board
renewed the annual agreement with New Market Skills Center authorizing
students to take courses at the Tumwater center.
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There was discussion about holding two meetings in June, and to set the next
regular meeting of the Board for 7 p.m. Tuesday, June 7, 2016, in the
Community Room at Aberdeen High School, with Superintendent Opstad
contacting Board members to assure a quorum. A work study will begin at 6
p.m. Directors Erin Farrer and Jamie Walsh will audit the bills.

NEXT MEETING

At 8:34 p.m. President Sandra Bielski recessed the meeting for an executive
session expected to last 20 minutes for the purpose of evaluating the
qualifications of applicants for employment and to discuss collective
bargaining. The session began at 8:48 p.m. The regular meeting resumed at
9:00 p.m.

EXECUTIVE
SESSION

Following a presentation by Human Resources Director Emily Hetland, on a
PERSONNEL
motion by Christi Boora and seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board approved the
Personnel Report. Under certificated matters, the Board approved the hiring
of Jeromy Thorarensen as a Spanish teacher at Aberdeen High School, Robert
CERTIFICATED
Sutlovich as a Criminal Justice teacher at the Twin Harbors Skill Center,
Ashley Emmett as a Social Studies teacher at Miller Junior High School, Tessa
Pfeiffer as a kindergarten teacher at McDermoth Elementary School, Arlynn
Martin as a preschool teacher at Robert Gray Elementary School and Ellen
Jefferson as a preschool teacher at Hopkins Preschool, all for 2016-2017;
approved the hiring of Karissa Clark, Jason Dore, Katie Foulds, Tracy Horn
and Sandra Horton as summer school teachers at Aberdeen High School
effective June 23 to July 29; approved the hiring of Richard Stallo as the
summer school coordinator at Aberdeen High School effective June 23 to July
12; approved the hiring of Tracy Ecklund, Mike Machowek and Mark
Sundstrom as summer school teachers at the Twin Harbors Skills Center
effective June 23 to July 12; approved the hiring of Sarah Rocquin, Brandy
CLASSIFIED
Sjostrand, Carrie Erwin, Mercedes Taylor, Myka Jugum and Sara Schultz as
lead teachers for Summer School effective August 1-25; approved the hiring of
Heather Colwell, Larry Fleming, Tricia Matisons and Sarah Rocquin as
summer school teachers at Miller Junior High School effective August 1-25;
approved the hiring of Jennifer Arquette, Brandy Sjostrand and Gayla Stewart
as Summer School teachers at A. J. West Elementary School effective August
1-25; approved the hiring of Carrie Erwin as summer school teacher at Central
Park Elementary School effective August 1-25; Theresa Fleming and Mercedes
Taylor as Summer School teachers at McDermoth Elementary School effective
August 1-25; Patricia Bowley and Myka Jugum as Summer School teachers at
Robert Gray Elementary School effective August 1-25; Stacy Hunt, April
Meissner and Sara Schultz as Summer School teachers at Stevens Elementary
School effective August 1-25; approved a change of assignment for Kris Sawin
from A. J. West Elementary School to Robert Gray Elementary School as a 2nd
Grade teacher for 2016-2017; accepted resignations from JR Lakey as choir
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teacher at AHS and Miller Junior High School effective June 21, M. Scott
Stockslager as assistant principal/athletic director at Aberdeen High School
effective June 30, Marguerite Curley as the music teacher at Miller Junior
High School effective June 21, and from Kerry Marl as a science teacher at
Miller Junior High School effective June 21; approved the retirement of
Sandra Horton from teaching at Aberdeen High School effective August 31;
approved the hiring of Patrick Calahan, Rhonda Cooper and Jeffrey Johnson
as substitute teachers and accepted the resignation of Haley Furstenwerth as a
substitute teacher.
Under classified matters, the Board approved the hiring of Nichole Ericksen
as a para-educator at McDermoth Elementary School effective September 7,
Heather Trader as the school office coordinator at McDermoth Elementary
School effective May 31, Martin Ruelas as a custodian at Stevens Elementary
School effective May 2, Jaron Shea as a temporary summer maintenance
worker effective May 3 to August 31 and Terry Thompson as temporary
summer maintenance worker effective June 22 to August 31; approved the
hiring of Kelly Bielec, Kristen Dublanko, Natalie Hall, Nikki Jones and ShaeLynn Ramsey as Summer School LRC technicians effective June 22 to August
31, and Gayle Capsel as the Summer School coordinator at Harbor High
School effective June 23 to July 12; approved a change of assignment for Heidi
McMullen from para-educator for the District to McDermoth Elementary
School for 2016-2017, Tim Clinton from custodian to maintenance/utility
worker effective May 4 and for Nathan Pettis from bus driver to
groundskeeper effective June 22; accepted resignations from Lorena Maurer
as the Indian Education coordinator for the District effective June 21, Angela
Whittenberg as the payroll specialist for the District effective May 13, Tammy
Rairdan as the office coordinator at Stevens Elementary School effective May
5 and from Alexis Miranda as an AVID tutor effective April 22; approved an
extra-curricular contract for Linsey Coulson as an assistant cheer coach at
Aberdeen High School effective May 16; accepted the resignation of Ty
Ridout as an assistant football coach at Aberdeen High School, and approved
the hiring of Michael Abel, Jennifer Calahan, Russell Edwards and Amy
Moyer as substitutes for the District.
Following a presentation by Human Resources Director Emily Hetland, on a
motion by Jeff Nelson and seconded by Christi Boora, the Board approved the
2016-2017 PSE Wage Schedule as presented.

2016-2017 PSE WAGE
SCHEDULE

Following a presentation by Human Resources Director Emily Hetland, on a
motion by Christi Boora and seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board approved the
2016-2017 Maintenance and Operations Wage Schedule.

2016-2017 M&O
WAGE SCHEDULE
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Following a presentation by Human Resources Director Emily Hetland, on a
motion by Christi Boora and seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board approved the
2016-2017 Food Service and Transportation Wage Schedule.

2016-2017 FOOD
SERVICE &
TRANSPORATION

Following a presentation by Human Resources Director Emily Hetland, on a
motion by Jeff Nelson and seconded by Christi Boora, the Board approved the
2016-2017 Principal Salary Schedule.

2016-2017
PRINCIPAL SALARY
SCHEDULE

It was agreed to add administrative staffing to the agenda. On a motion by
Christi Boora and seconded by Jeff Nelson, the Board approved the 2016-2017
Administrative Staffing List.

2016-2017
ADMINISTRATIVE
STAFFING

The Board discussed district mitigation planning for disaster scenarios.

MISCELLANEOUS

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:15 p.m.

ADJOURN

Thomas A. Opstad, Secretary

Sandra Bielski, President
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Aberdeen School District No. 5

Procedures 2161P

Special Education and Related Services for Eligible Students
The purpose of the district’s special education program procedures is to address program areas
where state and federal regulations require specific local procedures or permit local discretionary
choices.
The state regulations governing implementation of special education services pursuant to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA) of 2004 are addressed in Chapter
392-172A WAC. These procedures do not address all of the requirements established in the regulations. District personnel who are not familiar with the regulations need to contact the special
services director if there are questions regarding special education. These procedures describe
how the district implements its special education program.
Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE)
The district will apply annually for Federal Part B and state special education funding to assist in
the provision of special education and any necessary related services. This funding is in addition
to students’ basic education funding and state special education funding.
The superintendent, in consultation with building staff, shall annually determine whether to use
Early Intervening Services (EIS) funding for students who have not been identified as needing
special education or related services, but who need additional academic and behavioral support
to succeed in a general education environment.
The district shall annually report to the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) the
number of students receiving EIS; and the number of students who received EIS and subsequently received special education and related services under Part B of IDEA during the preceding two-year period.
Services to eligible special education students age three to 21 will be provided without charge to
the student. This does not include incidental fees that are normally charged to all students. Special education services will include preschool, elementary and secondary education and are provided in conformance with the student’s Individual Education Program (IEP).
The district provides a continuum of services for students, regardless of the funding source.
Where the district is unable to provide all or part of the special education or necessary related
services, it will make arrangements through contracts with other public or non-public sources,
inter-district agreements or interagency coordination.
Early Intervention
The district participates in the provision of early intervention services to eligible children with a
disability, birth to three, consistent with the state lead educational agency’s policies and procedures and the regulations implementing Part C of the IDEA.
Students Covered by Public or Private Insurance
The district may use Medicaid or other public insurance benefits programs in which a student
participates to provide or pay for services required to provide a FAPE, as permitted by the public
insurance program. However, the district will not:

• Require parents to sign up for or enroll in public benefits or insurance programs in order for
their student to receive FAPE under Part B of the IDEA;
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• Require parents to incur an out-of-pocket expense such as the payment of a deductible or copay amount incurred in filing a claim;

• Use a student’s benefits under a public insurance program if that use would:
 Decrease available lifetime coverage or any other insured benefit;
 Result in the family paying for services required after school hours that would otherwise
be covered by the public insurance program;
 Increase premiums or result in discontinuation of insurance; or
 Risk loss of eligibility for home and community-based waivers, based on aggregate
health-related expenditures.
The district may access a parent’s private insurance proceeds to provide FAPE to an eligible student only if the parent provides informed consent to the district. Whenever the district proposes
to access the parent’s private insurance proceeds, the district shall:

• Obtain parent consent in accordance with Chapter 392-172A WAC each time the district
wishes to access benefits for a new procedure; and

• Inform the parents that their refusal to permit the district to access their insurance does not
relieve the district of its responsibility to ensure that all required services are provided at no
cost to the parents.
Before first accessing a parent’s or student’s public benefits, for the first time and annually after
the first notification, the district will provide written notification using the prior written notice
provisions under WAC 392-172A-05010(3) that includes:
A. A statement of the parental consent provisions;
B. A statement of the “no cost” provisions;
C. A statement that the parents may withdraw their consent to disclose personally identifiable information to the agency responsible for administering the state’s public benefits or
insurance, and
D. A statement that a parent’s withdrawal or refusal to consent does not relieve the school
district of its responsibility to ensure that all required services are provided at no cost to
the parents.
After providing the required notification, the district will obtain written informed consent from
the parent allowing the district to disclose information from the student’s educational records to
the agency responsible for administering the state’s public benefits or insurance programs. The
consent will specify:
1.

The personally identifiable information that may be disclosed, such as records or information about the services that may be provided to the student;

2.

The purpose of the disclosure;

3.

The agency to which the disclosure will be made; and

4.

That the parent understands and agrees that the public agency may access the parent’s or
student’s public benefits or insurance to pay for services under the act.
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To avoid financial cost to parents who would otherwise consent to use private insurance, or public benefits if the parent would incur a cost such as a deductible or co-pay, the district may use its
Part B funds to pay the cost the parents would incur.
The director of special services is responsible for providing the required notices and requests for
consent to parents under this section.
Parent Participation in Meetings
The district encourages parental involvement and sharing of information between district and
parents to support the provision of appropriate services to its students. As used in these procedures, the term “parent” includes biological and adoptive parents, legal guardians, persons acting
in the place of a parent, such as relatives and stepparents, foster parents, persons appointed as
surrogate parents and adult students.
Parents (and as appropriate, students) will be provided the opportunity to participate in any meetings with respect to the identification, evaluation, educational placement and provision of a
FAPE.
When a meeting is scheduled parents will be:

• Notified of the meeting early enough that they will have an opportunity to attend; and
• Notified of the purpose, time, and location of the meeting and who will be in attendance.
When the meeting is to address the IEP or placement, the parent will be:

• The parent will be notified that the district or the parent may invite others who have
knowledge or special expertise of the student; and

• The meetings will be scheduled at a mutually agreeable time and place.
The district shall take whatever action is necessary to ensure that the parent understands the proceedings of the IEP team meeting, including arranging for an interpreter for parents with deafness or whose native language is other than English.
The IEP case manager is the staff person responsible for inviting the parents to meetings and will
keep documentation of the information provided and the methods used to notify the parents of
the meeting, using district provided forms. The district may proceed with the IEP or placement
meeting if the district is not able to convince the parent to attend. In this case, the district will
document its attempts to arrange the meeting. This documentation will include records of telephone calls and the results, copies of correspondence sent to the parent and/or other means used
to contact the parent. This documentation will be kept in the student’s special education file.
If the parent cannot attend the IEP or placement meeting but wishes to participate, the district
will arrange for other means to participate. This can include individual or conference phone calls,
video or other means of conferencing.
A meeting does not include informal or unscheduled conversations involving district personnel;
conversations on issues such as teaching methodology, lesson plans, coordination of service provisions; or preparatory activities that district personnel engage in to develop a proposal or a response to a parent proposal to be discussed at a later meeting.
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Identification and Referral (Child Find)
A. Identification
The purpose of cChild fFind is to locate, evaluate and identify children with suspected disabilities in need of special education services including those who are not currently receiving special
education and related services and who may be eligible for those services. Activities are to reach:

1. Children residing in the school district boundaries including preschool-aged children;
2. Children attending approved, nonprofit private elementary and secondary schools located
within the district boundaries;

3. Highly mobile children (such as homeless, foster care and migrant children);
4. Children who have a disability and may need special education services even though they
are advancing from grade to grade; and

5. Children at home or home schooled.
The district will consult with parents and representatives of private school students to ensure its
cChild fFind activities are comparable in approved, non-profit private schools located within district boundaries. These consultations will occur annually by phone, meetings or letters.
The district reaches students who may be eligible for special education services through:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Notification to parents of child find activities in its annual informational packet;

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Notifying and coordinating with the designated Part C lead agencies;

Information regarding child find on the district’s Web site;
Notification to private schools located in the district’s boundaries;
Posting notices regarding screening and referral in school buildings and public locations
including DSHS community service offices, grocery stores, laundromats, day cares, community preschool sites and physicians’ offices;
Early childhood screenings conducted by the district;
Coordination with other public and private agencies and practitioners;
Training teachers and administrators on referral/evaluation/identification procedures;
Review of student behavior, discipline and absentee information and information gathered from district-wide assessment activities.

When district staff have concerns that a student may have a suspected disability which could result in eligibility for special education services, they will refer the student to the Student Support
Team.
The district, through its special services department, conducts early childhood screenings for
ages birth to five. These occur monthly at the Hopkins Early Childhood Center. When parents or
others inquire about screenings, the caller will be referred to the Early Childhood Assessment
Coordinator.
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The screening process involves the following:

1. Parents are asked to provide information to assist in assessing their child; and
2. Children are screened to assess cognitive, communication, physical, social-emotional and
adaptive development.
Parents will be notified at the screening of the results and the parents will also be provided written notice of the results within ten (10) days of the screening. If the screening supports evaluation, obtain written consent for evaluation at the exit interview if possible, or include consent
forms with the written notice notifying the parents of the results. If the screening results indicate
that the child does not need an evaluation, written notice shall be sent to the parents within ten
(10) days of the screening explaining the basis for the district’s decision not to evaluate. Evaluation occurs in accordance with evaluation procedures.
B. Referral
A student, whether or not enrolled in school, may be referred for a special education evaluation
by parents, district staff or other persons knowledgeable about the student. Each building principal will designate a person responsible for ensuring that district staff understands the referral process. Referrals are required to be in writing unless the person referring is unable to write. A person who makes a referral orally should be asked to either make the referral in writing or go to the
main office of the building for assistance in making the referral.
When a referral is made, the district must act within a 25 school-day timeline to make a decision
about whether or not the student will receive an evaluation for eligibility for special education
services.
All certificated employees will document referrals immediately upon a referral being made to or
by them. All other staff receiving a referral from another person shall notify the special education
department chair at Aberdeen High School or the appropriate special education teacher at their
school. The school referral team will meet with the parent to review the referral and to determine
which data will need to be collected to determine whether or not to proceed with an evaluation to
determine special education eligibility. The referral team may include the school psychologist,
occupational therapist, speed and language pathologist, special education teacher and general education teacher. The special services department:
(a) Records the referral;
(b) Provides written notice of the referral to the parent; and
(c) Advises the school referral team to collect and review district data and information
provided by the parent to determine whether evaluation is warranted.
During the referral period the building referral team will collect and review existing information
from all sources, including parents. Examples may include:

1. Child’s history, including developmental milestones;
2. Report cards and progress reports;
3. Individual teacher’s or other provider information regarding the child including observations;

4. Assessment data;
5. Medical information, if provided;
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6. Other information that may be relevant to assist in determining whether the child should
be evaluated.
If the review of data occurs at a meeting, the parent will be invited to attend the meeting to review the data and determine whether or not to proceed with an evaluation. The special services
department provides written notice to the parents of the decision regarding evaluation, whether
or not the parents attend the meeting.
Recommendations regarding evaluation are forwarded to the special services department.
After the building referral team reviews the request for evaluation and supporting data and does
not suspect that the child has a disability, the district may deny the request. In this case written
notice, including the reason for the denial and the information used as the basis for the denial,
must be given to the parent.
If the determination is that the child should be evaluated, the reviewers shall include information
about the recommended areas of evaluation, including the need for further medical evaluation of
the student. This information will assist the district in providing parents prior written notice and
will assist the district in selecting appropriate evaluation group members. The Special Services
Office Department is responsible for notifying parents of the results using prior written notice.
When the determination is that the child will be evaluated, parent consent for evaluation and consent for release of appropriate records will be sent with the notice.
The special education case manager will seek parental consent to conduct the evaluation. The
school district is not required to obtain consent from the biological parent if:

1. The student is a ward of the state and does not reside with a parent;
2. The parent cannot be located, or their rights have been terminated; or
3. Consent for an evaluation is given by an individual appointed to represent the student.
When the parent provides consent, the district shall select an evaluation group. The evaluation
group is to complete the evaluation with 35 school days after parent consent, unless:

1. The parents and district agree in writing to extending the timeline;
2. The parent fails or refuses to make the student available for the evaluation; or
3. The student enrolls in another school district after the evaluation is begun, but before
completion, and the parent and new district have an agreement for completion of the
evaluation.
If a parent does not provide written, informed consent for the evaluation, notify the Special Services Director. District staff will make a determination as to whether it wishes to use mediation
to seek agreement to evaluate or file a due process hearing to override the parent’s refusal to consent. The district may not override a parent’s refusal to consent for an evaluation if the student is
homeschooled or is unilaterally placed in a private school. If the parent does not provide written
informed consent and the district does not use mediation or due process, the special services director will provide the parent with prior written notice informing the parent that the district cannot proceed with the evaluation to determine eligibility and is not responsible for providing special education and related services without an initial evaluation to determine eligibility.
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Evaluation and Reevaluation
A. Evaluation of Students moving from Part C to Part B and
Participation in Transition Planning Conferences
The district will participate in transition planning conferences, arranged by the local lead
agency as designee of the Part C lead agency for each student who may be eligible for preschool services. Transition plans will be designed to promote uninterrupted provision of appropriate services to the child.
1.

The Early Childhood Assessment Coordinator will serve as the point of contact with the
family resource coordinator for timely execution of transition planning conferences that
are arranged at least 90 days before the student’s third birthday by the designee of the
Part C agency;

2.

The district will follow the procedures for obtaining consent and conducting an initial
evaluation, if it determines that the student will be evaluated to determine eligibility for
Part B services;

The district will follow the procedures for timelines and evaluation requirements for students
moving from Part C to Part B. except: However, students turning three, who were previously determined eligible for early intervention services under Part C of IDEA, will be evaluated for
initial eligibility for special education services under Part B of IDEA. The evaluation must be
completed in enough time to develop an initial IEP by the date of the student’s third birthday.
1. Students turning three, who were previously determined eligible for early intervention
services under Part C of IDEA, will be evaluated for initial eligibility for special education services under Part B of IDEA. The evaluation must be completed in enough time to
develop an initial IEP by the date of the student’s third birthday.
B. Evaluation Requirements
The purpose of the evaluation is to collect information about a student’s functional, developmental and academic skills and achievements from a variety of sources, to determine whether
a student qualifies for special education and related services, and to develop an IEP. This includes information provided by the parent. All information gathered in this process is reviewed by the IEP team or other group of qualified professionals.
The evaluation must be an individual assessment designed to determine:

1. Whether the student is eligible for special education and any necessary related services;
and,

2. The nature and extent of special education and related services needed by the student, including information related to enabling the child to be involved in and progress in the
general education curriculum.
The district’s special services department will select the members of the evaluation group.
Members selected must be knowledgeable about the student and the areas of suspected disabilities. Qualifications of a group member include having the appropriate professional license
or certification and may include outside practitioners when necessary. When assessing for
specific learning disabilities, the parent and a group of qualified professionals must be part of
the group. If the student requires a medical evaluation in order to determine eligibility, the
district will coordinate with the parents to arrange for the evaluation at district expense or
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through the use of public or private insurance if the parent consents to allow the district to
use the insurance.
There are many legal requirements for conducting evaluations. Evaluation procedures or materials must be free of racial, cultural or sexual/gender bias and they must be used for the purpose for which they are valid and reliable. Tests must be appropriate for the student’s age and
stage of developmental level. Tests should be administered in the native language of the student or conducted in the mode of communication most familiar to the student. If it appears to
be clearly not feasible to conduct a procedure or test in the mode of communication most frequently used by the student, the IEP team will contact the special education administrator to
develop an individualized strategy for valid evaluation of the student’s skills. The inclusion
of parents in this collaboration is desirable and strongly encouraged.
Specific areas to be included in the evaluation are determined by the building evaluation
team and other qualified professionals, as appropriate, as part of a review of existing data
concerning the student. The evaluation does not rely on one source or procedure as the sole
criterion for determination and should include:

1. Review of existing data, including corresponding response to intervention (RTI) documentation;

2.
3.
4.
5.

Relevant functional and developmental information;
Information from parents;
Information from other providers;
Information related to enabling access to and progress within the general education
curriculum and assisting in determining whether there is a disability and the content
of the IEP;

6. Current classroom-based evaluations, using criterion-referenced and curriculumbased methods, anecdotal records and observations;

7. Teacher and related service providers’ observations;
8. Testing and other evaluation materials, which may include medical or other evaluations when necessary.
All current evaluation data as well as data previously reviewed by the team must be considered. Professional members of the evaluation team need to be familiar with qualifying disability definitions and criteria in federal and state rules.
This review of existing data shall be in the form of a meeting of IEP team members. It could
includes data provided by parents, data gathered in the general education classroom or from
state and district level assessments. The data may provide information about the student’s
physical condition, social or cultural background and adaptive behavior.
When additional assessments are necessary, the group members have the responsibility of selecting, administering, interpreting and making judgments about evaluation methods and results, and ensuring that the tests and assessments are administered by qualified personnel in
accordance with the instructions of the test producer. The gathering of additional data in
combination with existing data must be sufficiently comprehensive to address all areas of the
suspected disability and any special education needs, whether linked to the disability category or not. If the IEP Team determines that no additional data is needed, the IEP team will
notify the student’s parent of that determination and the reasons for it, and inform them of
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their right to request additional assessments. The district will complete the evaluation using
existing data.
Parents and district staff are encouraged to work towards consensus, but the school district
and referral team has the ultimate responsibility to determine whether the student has a disability or not. The Special Services Department will provide the parent with prior written notice of the eligibility decision, as well as a copy of the evaluation report. If the parent disagrees with the eligibility decision they will be informed of their dispute resolution options described in the procedural safeguards.
C. Specific Learning Disability (SLD)
1. The district continues to use the severe discrepancy approach for identifying students
with a SLD.
D. Evaluation of Transfer Students
If a student transfers into the school district while an evaluation process is pending from the
other district, the evaluation case manager is responsible for determining the status of evaluations
conducted to date and making a determination as to whether the evaluation can be completed
within the 35 school day timeline from the date the parent provided consent. If the determination
is that additional time will be needed, the evaluation case manager will notify the parent and obtain the parent’s agreement to establish a new timeline.
E. Eligibility
The evaluation group and the parent will determine whether or not the student is a special education student.
1. A student is not eligible if the determinant factor is lack of appropriate instruction in
reading or math, based upon the state’s grade level expectations or limited English proficiency.
2. Eligibility may be determined by documented professional judgment when:
a. Properly validated tests are unavailable; or
b. Corroborating evidence indicates that results were influenced due to measuring a disability.
The parent will be provided with a copy of the evaluation report and the documentation of
determination of eligibility.
Parents will also be provided with prior written notice of the eligibility decision within ten
school days of the decision. The special education department is responsible for sending the
notice.
Students remain eligible for special education services until one of three four events occur:
1. The student is determined through a reevaluation to no longer be eligible for special education;
2. The student has met the district’s high school graduation requirements; or
3. The student has reached age 21. A special education student whose 21st birthday occurs
after August 31, shall continue to be eligible for special education and any necessary related services for the remainder of the school year; or
4. The student no longer receives special education services based upon a parent’s written
revocation of services.
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When a special education student is expected to graduate prior to age 21, or when graduation
is part of the transition plan, the IEP team will document a student’s progress towards achieving course credits towards graduation on the transition portion of the IEP. The district will
provide prior written notice to parents and adult students that the student is expected to graduate and will no longer be eligible for special education services. The district will also provide the parents and student with a summary of academic achievement and functional performance and recommendations to assist the student with postsecondary goals.
F. Evaluation Report
Each person conducting an assessment of the student will specify the procedures and instruments used and their results and the significance of findings related to the student’s instructional program, including a specification of the factors interfering with performance and the
special education and related services needed.
The evaluation group will determine who is most appropriate to develop the evaluation report
reflecting the evaluation information. This will be completed before the conclusion of the
evaluation period and will, at a minimum:
1. Identify the disability which requires special education and related services, if a disability
exists;
2. Discuss assessments and review data supporting conclusions regarding eligibility;
3. Include the additional information required for the specific learning disability eligibility
category;
4. Describe how the disability or disabilities affect the student’s involvement and progress
in the general curriculum;
5. Make recommendations to the IEP team with respect to special education and related services needed, materials or equipment, instructional and curricular practices, student management strategies, the need for extended school year services beyond 180 school days
and location of services;
6. Include other information, as determined through the evaluation process and parent input;
7. Include the additional information required for the specific learning disability eligibility
category;
8. Provide any necessary professional judgments and the facts or reasons in support of the
judgments; and
9. Be signed and dated by the evaluation group members certifying their agreement. Any
group member who disagrees with the conclusions shall prepare a statement presenting
the conclusion.
10. The special education case manager is responsible for notifying parents of the date, time
and location of evaluation meetings by following the procedures in the parent participation section for inviting parents to meetings and by using district provided forms.
G. Reevaluations
A reevaluation of a student receiving special education or related services is conducted if academic achievement and functional performance has improved to warrant a reevaluation, if the
IEP team suspects that the student may no longer be a student with a disability or if the child’s
parent or teacher requests a reevaluation. A reevaluation does not occur more than once per year,
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unless parent and school agree otherwise. A reevaluation must occur at least once every three
years unless parent and school staff agree that a reevaluation is unnecessary. An agreement that
an evaluation is unnecessary will be confirmed in writing by prior written notice sent by the Special Services Department. The school psychologist will schedule a review of this determination
and notify the special education department.
Students who turn six who met the eligibility requirements for the disability category of “Developmentally Delayed” (DD) under the criteria for ages three to six years need not be reevaluated
at age six under the criteria for six to nine years until three years after their initial evaluation was
completed
Students who were previously eligible under the category “Developmentally Delayed” must be
reevaluated before age nine to determine eligibility within another category.
As part of any reevaluation, the IEP team members and other professionals the district determines appropriate will review existing data that includes:
1. Evaluations and information provided by the parents;
2. Current classroom-based assessment, local or state assessments and classroom based observations; and
3. Observations by other teachers and related services providers data.
Based on this review the team will determine whether any additional data is necessary to determine:
1. Whether the student continues to be eligible for special education and any necessary related services;
2. The present levels of performance and educational needs; and
3. Whether any additions or modifications to the student’s program are needed. This review
shall occur at a meeting. If the IEP team members and any other persons reviewing the
data determine that no further testing is necessary, the district will notify the parents of
this determination, using written prior notice and will inform parents that they have the
right to request assessments if they disagree with the determination that additional testing
is not necessary. Parent consent is not required if the reevaluation does not require additional testing.:
4. If additional testing is needed,:
a. tThe case manager will request written parental consent for reevaluation and provide
prior written notice identifying the areas of assessment;
b. If the parents do not return the signed consent form, the district shall send another letter explaining the need for reevaluation and parent consent and will enclose another
consent form and a copy of the prior written notice. In addition, the district will document its reasonable attempts to obtain consent such as telephone calls, emails, personal contact and other efforts to obtain consent;
c. If the parents do not respond to the request for consent, and the district has documented its reasonable attempts to obtain consent, the district can proceed with the
reevaluation; and
d. If the parents refuse to consent to the reevaluation, the evaluation group will notify
the Special Services Director so that the district can determine whether it will seek
mediation in order to obtain consent or request a due process hearing to ask an administrative judge to override the parents’ refusal to consent.
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After the reevaluation is completed, the special services director and case manager will both invite parents to the eligibility meeting and will provide prior written notice of the results of
reevaluation to parents, indicating one or more of the following:
1. Whether the student continues to be eligible and in need of special education;
2. Present levels of performance and educational needs of the student; and
3. Whether any additions or modifications to the special education and related services are
needed to enable the student to meet IEP annual goals and to participate, as appropriate,
in the general curriculum.
This notice will occur within ten school days of the eligibility decision. The special services department is responsible for sending the notice.
H. Reevaluation and Graduation
No reevaluation is required when special education eligibility terminates due to graduation from
high school with a regular diploma or due to reaching the end of the school year during which
the student turned 21. Instead, the district will provide prior written notice to the student and the
parent 10 to 30 calendar days before the student’s last day of school and the IEP team will provide the student with a summary of academic achievement and functional performance including
recommendations on how to assist the student in meeting post-secondary goals. The special services director is responsible for assuring that the IEP team completes the summary of academic
achievement and functional performance. The summary will be provided with the prior written
notice 10 to 30 calendar days before student’s last day of school.
Independent Educational Evaluations (IEE)
Parents of students eligible for special education, students referred for special education and determined to not be eligible, or students determined not to need an evaluation have a right to obtain an IEE at public expense, each time the district conducts an evaluation of the student.
When parents request an IEE, the district must decide within 15 calendar days whether or not it
agrees to provide it. Any parent request for an independent evaluation should be immediately referred to the Special Services Director. The Special Services Director shall review the request
and determine whether or not the request is warranted. If the district agrees to provide an IEE,
arrangements will be made promptly. If the district denies the request to pay for an IEE, it must
file for a due process hearing within 15 calendar days of the parent’s request. The district may
request mediation as an option after filing the due process hearing. If the parents withdraw their
request for an IEE the due process hearing can be dismissed.
When a parent requests an IEE, the district must provide parents a list of district criteria and
evaluators. If the school district initiates a hearing and a decision is made that the district’s evaluation is appropriate, the parent still has the right to an IEE but not at public expense. A parent is
only entitled to only one IEE at public expense each time the district has conducteds an evaluation with which the parent disagrees.
If the parent obtains an IEE at either public or private expense, any results of the IEE must be
considered by the district if providing FAPE. The IEE may also be presented as evidence at a
hearing regarding the student.
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The following criteria are established for the selection of an individual to conduct an IEE at public expense. These criteria are established in order to identify the knowledge, experience and
qualifications of individuals selected to conduct the evaluations. Any individual selected to conduct either a district evaluation or an IEE must be:
1. Licensed, credentialed or otherwise qualified within the state of Washington or state of
residence/practice to perform an evaluation in the specific professional discipline for
which an independent evaluation is sought;
2. Knowledgeable and experienced in evaluating children with similar disabilities;
3. Geographically located within the state of Washington (districts may wish to specifically
expand the criteria to include practitioners in other states/British Columbia); and
4. Available to the district at a maximum fee which does not exceed by more than 25% the
prevailing average for similar evaluations within the state of Washington.
Exceptions to the criteria will be granted only when it can be shown that the unique circumstances of the child or the disability:
1. Make it impossible to identify anyone within the state of Washington who holds the appropriate credentials or experience necessary to conduct the evaluation; or
2. Require a specialized evaluator whose fee exceeds the prevailing average by more than
25%; or
3. Include factors which would warrant an exception in order to obtain an appropriate evaluation.
Individualized Education Programs (IEP)
A. IEP Development
The term IEP means a written statement for each student eligible for special education that is developed, reviewed, and revised in a meetin gin accordance with wAC 392-172A-03095 through
WAC 392-172A-03100. is the written statement reflecting the implementation of instructional
programs and other services for special education students based on the evaluation and student
needs. The IEP reflects the implementation of instructional programs and other services for students who are eligible for special education services, based on the evaluation of student needs.
An IEP must be in effect before initiation of special education services. The IEP must be developed within 30 calendar days after the student’s initial determination of eligibility for special services. IEPs must be updated annually, or revised more frequently if needed to adjust the program
and services.
Parent consent is required before the initial provision of special education services. If a parent
refuses to consent to the provision of special education services, the district may not use mediation or due process to override a parent’s refusal. When a parent refuses to provide consent the
special services director will notify the parent that the district does not have a FAPE obligation to
the student. The notification will be documented in the student’s file.
The district will maintain a copy of the current IEP which is accessible to all staff members responsible for providing education, other services or implementation of the IEP. All staff members will be informed of their responsibilities for its implementation. This includes not only
teachers and other service providers, but also bus drivers, playground and lunchroom supervi-
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sors, nursing staff and others who may be responsible for the proper implementation. The building principal is responsible for ensuring that staff members are knowledgeable about their responsibilities.
IEPs will be implemented without undue delay following IEP meetings, regardless of the payment source for special education and or related services.
Parents are members of the IEP team and shall have the opportunity to fully participate fully.
The district will make sure that the parents understand the proceedings, including arranging for
an interpreter for parents who are deaf or whose native language is other than English. The district will also ensure that meeting locations are accessible. The special education case manager is
responsible for coordinating interpreters and making arrangements for the meeting location.
The district will provide parents/guardians with a copy of the district’s Restraint, Isolation and
Other Uses of Reasonable Force Required Notification of Isolation or Restraint of Students with
IEPs or Section 504 Plans policy (Policy 32467) with each initial and annual IEP. when the student’s IEP is created.
B. IEP Team
The IEP team includes:
1. The parents of the student;
2. Not less than one general education teacher (or preschool teacher) of the student if the
student is, or will be, participating in the general education environment.; The general
education teacher will, to the extent appropriate, participate in development of the
student’s IEP, including determinations of: 1) appropriate positive behavioral interventions and supports for the student; and 2) supplementary aids and services, program modifications, and support for school personnel consistent with WAC 392172A-01185 and WAC 392-172A-03110(2)(b);
3. Not less than one special education teacher, or if appropriate, not less than one special
education provider of the student
4. The building principal or a representative of the district, who is qualified to provide
or supervise the provision of special education and related services, is knowledgeable
about general education curriculum, and is knowledgeable about the availability of
district resources;
5. An individual who can interpret the instructional implications of the evaluation results;
6. Any other individuals who have knowledge or special expertise about the student.
These individuals may be invited by both the district and the parents, at the discretion
of the person making the invitation;
7. The student, when appropriate, or when required;
8. Students must be invited when the purpose of the meeting includes discussion of transition needs or services;
9. If another agency is or may be responsible for payment or provision of transition services, an agency representative will be invited, with the parent’s consent. If the
agency representative can not attend the meeting, district personnel shall keep the
representative informed of the meeting and obtain agency information that will assist
in the service provision;
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10. Parents will be notified of the participation of the Part C service coordinator or other
designated representatives of the Part C system as specified by the state lead educational agency for Part C at the initial IEP meeting for a child previously served under
Part C of IDEA.
The parents and district must agree in writing before any of the above team members are excused
from all or part of a meeting. If a team member’s area of the IEP is being discussed or modified,
then the parent and district must consent to their excusal; and that specific team member must
provide advance written input for their part of the IEP prior to the meeting.
Existing team members may fill more than one of these roles if they meet the criteria for the role.
Sometimes parents do not attend IEP meetings. There will also be times the parents do not agree
with the IEP as proposed, and despite attempts to reach agreement on IEP content, the team does
not reach agreement. If a parent attends the IEP meeting and agreement is not reached on the
IEP, the team shall determine whether another IEP meeting should be scheduled as soon as mutually possible, or whether there is enough information to complete the IEP. When the decision is
made that the IEP will be implemented the district must send prior written notice of the decisions
reached to the parent, including the date the IEP will be implemented.
When the parents do not attend the IEP meeting, despite the district’s efforts to ensure participation, or if the team does not reach agreement, it is the district’s obligation to offer an appropriate
educational program:
1. Have IEP members present sign the IEP (or document participation if any member is unwilling to sign);
2. Send a copy to the parent, and provide the parent prior written notice that the district intends to implement the IEP;
3. Forward the documentation of actual or attempted contacts to the special services department for processing when parents do not attend the meeting;
When making changes to an IEP after the annual IEP meeting for a school year, the parent and
the district may agree not to convene an IEP meeting for the purpose of making changes. The
parent and the district must complete a written document indicating the changes and inform IEP
team members and appropriate individuals of the changes. The special education case manager is
responsible for assuring the completion of IEP amendments. If the parent requests that the district revise the IEP to include the amendments, the special education case manager will revise the
IEP.
C. IEP Preparation and Content:
IEP teams will consider the recommendations in the initial or most recent evaluation to develop
the IEP. In developing each the IEP, the team must should consider:
1. The strengths of the student including the academic, developmental and functional needs
of the student and the concerns of the parents for enhancing the education of their child;
2. Whether positive behavioral interventions and supports, including a behavioral intervention plan,as defined by WAC 392-172A-01031, including positive supports and possible
aversive interventions should be considered are needed to address the student’s behavior;
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3. The language needs of the student as those needs relate to the student’s IEP, for a student
with limited English proficiency; Whether the student with limited English proficiency
has language needs;
4. Whether Braille instruction is appropriate for a student who is blind or visually impaired;
5. Whether a student has other language and communication needs; The communication
needs of the student (and in the case of a student who is deaf or hard of hearing, consider
the student’s language and communication needs), opportunities for direct communications with peers and professional personnel in the student’s language and communication
mode; academic level; and full range of needs, including opportunity for direct instruction in the student’s language and communication mode; and
6. Whether assistive technology devices or services are needed.
IEP content must includes:
1. The student’s present levels of academic and functional performance with a description
of how the disability(ies) affect the student’s involvement and progress in the general
curriculum or preschool activities.
2. Measurable academic and functional annual goals for the student (including benchmarks
or short term objectives if the student is participating in alternate assessments) that will
meet the student’s needs resulting from the disability(ies) to enable involvement and progress in the general curriculum or in preschool activities, and will meet the student’s
other educational needs.
3. A statement of special education services, any necessary related services, and supplementary aids and services based on peer-reviewed research to the extent practicable to be provided to the student and program modifications or supports for personnel so that the student may advance towards annual goals, progress in the general curriculum and be educated and participate with other special education students and non-disabled students and
participate in extracurricular and other nonacademic activities.
4. A statement of the extent, if any, that the student will not participate with non-disabled
students in general classroom, extra-curricular and non-academic activities.
5. A statement of any individual appropriate accommodations in the administration of state
or district-wide assessments of student achievement that are needed to measure academic
achievement and functional performance of the child on state assessments. If the team determines that the student will not participate in a particular assessment, the IEP will address why the student cannot participate in the regular assessment(s) and why the particular alternative assessment is appropriate for the child.
6. The date for the beginning of services and the anticipated frequency, location and duration of services and modifications.
7. A statement of how the student’s progress towards goals will be measured, how the student’s parents will be regularly informed of their child’s progress towards the annual
goals and whether the progress is sufficient to enable the student to achieve the goal by
the end of the year. Measurement of the student’s progress will be based on the data collected as designated on the IEP. The individual responsible for implementing the goal is
responsible for maintaining the data used to measure progress. Information to the parents can be provided at the same time the district issues progress reports or report cards,
or other agreed times as identified in the IEP.
8. The projected beginning date for the special education and related services.
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9. With an IEP that is in effect when the child turns 16, or sooner if the IEP team determines
it is appropriate, a statement of needed transition services and any interagency responsibilities or needed linkages. The transition component must include appropriate measurable postsecondary goals based on age appropriate transition and assessments related to
training, education, employment and independent living skills where appropriate; and the
transition services (including courses of study) needed to assist the child in reaching
those goals.
10. Emergency response protocols, if determined necessary by the IEP team for the student to
receive FAPE and parents provide consent. Emergency response protocols must meet the
requirements stated in WAC 392-172A-02105; Aversive interventions, if required. Any
use of aversive interventions are only considered after the determination has been made
that positive interventions alone are not effective, and there is a need for an aversive intervention plan. The plan will address which staff with required training and certification
may use the interventions. Any questions about the need for or use of aversive interventions should be referred to the special services director. When aversive interventions are
considered the IEP team will include a certificated employee who understands the appropriate use of interventions and concurs with the need and shall include a person who
works directly with the student. The district will establish a process for evaluating the
effects of the use of aversive interventions, at least every three months when school is in
session.
11. A behavioral intervention plan (BIP, if determined necessary by the IEP team for a student to receive FAPE. The BIP must meet the requirements stated in WAC 392-172A01301;
12. The procedures by which parents/guardians will be notified of the use of isolation or restraint or a restraint device on their student (see Procedure 32467).
13. A statement regarding transfer of rights at the age of majority. Prior written notice of the
transfer of rights at the age of majority will be documented in the student’s IEP one year
prior to student turning 18 years of age;
14. Extended school year (ESY) services. The consideration for ESY services is a team decision, based on information provided in the evaluation report and based on the individual
needs of a student. ESY services are not limited by categories of disability, or limited by
type amount or duration of the services. If the need for ESY services is not addressed in
the IEP and ESY services may be appropriate for the student, the IEP team will meet by
May 15 to address the need for ESY. Factors for the team to consider when determining
the need for ESY may include, but are not limited to: 1) Evidence of regression or recoupment time based on documented evidence; or 2) A documented determination based
on the professional judgment of the IEP team including consideration of the nature and
severity of the student’s disability, the rate of progress and emerging skills.
Use of isolation, restraint and restraint devices:
A. Definitions
1. Imminent: The state or condition of being likely to occur at any moment or near at hand,
rather than distant or remote.
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2. Isolation: Restricting a student alone within a room or any other form of enclosure, from
which the student may not leave. It does not include a student’s voluntary use of a quiet
space for self-calming, or temporary removal of a student from his or her regular instructional area to an unlocked area for purposes of carrying out an appropriate positive behavior intervention plan.
3. Likelihood of serious harm: A substantial risk that physical harm will be inflicted by a
student:
a. upon his or her own person, as evidenced by threats or attempts to commit suicide
or inflict physical harm on oneself;
b. upon another, as evidenced by behavior that has caused such harm or that places
another person or persons in reasonable fear of sustaining such harm;
c. upon the property of others, as evidenced by behavior that has caused substantial
loss or damage to the property of others; or
d. after the student has threatened the physical safety of another and has history of
one or more violent acts.
4. Positive behavioral intervention: Strategies and instruction that can be implemented in
a strategic manner in order to provide alternatives to challenging behaviors, reinforce desired behaviors, and reduce or eliminate the frequency and severity of challenging behaviors. Positive behavioral interventions include the consideration of environmental factors
that may trigger challenging behaviors and teaching a student the skills to manage his or
her own behavior.
5. Restraint: Physical intervention or force used to control a student, including the use of a
restraint device. It does not include appropriate use of a prescribed medical, orthopedic or
therapeutic device when used as intended, such as to achieve proper body position, balance or alignment or to permit a student to safely participate in activities.
6. Restraint device: A device used to assist in controlling a student, including, but not limited to, metal handcuffs, plastic ties, ankle restraints, leather cuffs, other hospital-type restraints, pepper spray, tasers, or batons. Restraint device does not mean a seat harness
used to safely transport students. This definition is consistent with RCW
28A.600.485(1)(c), and is not intended to endorse or encourage the use of such devices or
techniques with district students.
B. Practices presumed to be unreasonable when correcting or restraining any student
under the age of 18:
Under RCW 9A.16.100, the following is a non-exclusive list of acts that are presumed
unreasonable when correcting or restraining a child:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Throwing, kicking, burning, or cutting a child;
Striking a child with a closed fist;
Shaking a child under the age of three:
Interfering with a child’s breathing;
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5. Threatening a child with a deadly weapon; or
6. Doing any other act that is likely to cause bodily harm to a student greater than
transient pain or minor temporary marks.
This non-exclusive list should not be read so as to imply that another, unlisted form of
correction or restraint is permissible. Whether or not an unlisted use of force or restraint
is presumptively permissible depends upon a balanced consideration of all relevant state
laws and regulations, and whether the use is reasonable under the totality of the circumstances.
C. Conditions specific to use of isolation:
1. The isolation must be discontinued as soon as the likelihood of serious harm has
dissipated;
2. The enclosure will be ventilated, lighted and temperature controlled from inside
or outside for purposes of human occupancy.
3. The isolation enclosure will permit continuous visual monitoring of the student
from outside the enclosure.
4. An adult responsible for supervising the student will remain in visual or auditory
range of the student at all times.
5. Either the student shall be capable of releasing himself or herself from the enclosure, or the student shall continuously remain within view of an adult responsible
for supervising the student.
6. Any staff member or other adults using isolation must be trained and certified by
a qualified provider in the use of isolation, unless trained personnel are not immediately available due to the unforeseeable nature of the emergency.
D. Conditions specific to use of restraint and restraint devices:
1. The use of restraint or a restraint device must be discontinued as soon as the likelihood of serious harm has dissipated;
2. The restraint or restraint device will not interfere with the student’s breathing;
3. Any staff member or other adults using restraint or restraint devices must be
trained and certified by a qualified provider in the use of such restraint or restraint
devices, unless trained personnel are not immediately available due to the unforeseeable nature of the emergency.
4. In the case of a restraint device, either the student will be capable of releasing
himself or herself from the restraint device or the student shall continuously remain within view of an adult responsible for supervising the student.
E. Prohibited practices involving restraint, use of force, and discipline:
The following practices are prohibited with students eligible for special education services:
1. District personnel are prohibited from using aversive interventions;
2. District personnel are prohibited from physically restraining or isolating a student,
except when the student’s behavior poses an imminent likelihood of serious harm
as defined above;
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3. No student may be stimulated by contact with electric current, including, but not
limited to, tasers;
4. A student may not be denied or subjected to an unreasonable delay in the provision of food or liquid as a form of punishment;
5. A student may not be the recipient of force or restraint that is either unreasonable
under the circumstances or deemed to be an unreasonable form of corporal punishment as a matter of state law (see above, for example, for a list of practices presumed to be unreasonable when used in correcting or restraining a child);
6. A student must not be denied or subjected to an unreasonable delay in the provision of common hygiene care;
7. A student must not be denied or subjected to an unreasonable delay in the provision of medication;
8. A student may not be excluded from his or her regular instructional or service
area and isolated within a room or any other form of enclosure, except under the
conditions set forth in WAC 392-172A-02110;
9. A student must not be forced to listen to noise or sound that the student finds
painful;
10. A student must not be forced to smell or be sprayed in the face with a noxious or
potentially harmful substance;
11. A student must not be forced to taste or ingest a substance which is not commonly
consumed or which is not commonly consumed in its existing form or concentration;
12. A student’s head must not be partially or wholly submerged in water or any other
liquid.
13. A student must not be physically restrained or immobilized by binding or otherwise attaching the student’s limbs together or by binding or otherwise attaching
any part of the student’s body to an object, except under the conditions set forth in
WAC 392-172A-02110.
F. Documentation and Reporting Requirements
Districts must follow the documentation and reporting requirements for any use of
isolation, restraint, or a restraint device consistent with RCW 28A.600.485 and the
parental notification requirement of RCW 28A.155.210. See Policy and Procedure
3246. The reporting form under Policy 3246 will be sent to the Director of Special
Services and the Superintendent’s Office.
Transfer Students
Students who transfer from one district to another within the state continue to be eligible for special education and any necessary related services. When an eligible student transfers into the district, the building principal or their designee will notify the special services department. The special services department and principal in consultation with parents will review the student’s IEP
to ensure the district provides services comparable to those in the previous IEP until the district
adopts the previous IEP or develops, adopts and implements a new IEP.
When a student who was identified as eligible for special education transfers from out of state
into the district, the building principal or their designee will notify the special services department as soon as possible. The school psychologist will review the evaluation, eligibility documentation and IEP to determine whether or not the student meets state eligibility criteria. If the
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student meets the state eligibility criteria, follow the procedures described in the previous paragraph to provide comparable services until the district develops an IEP for the student. If the
student needs to be evaluated to determine eligibility in this state, the evaluation team, facilitated
by the school psychologist or evaluation coordinator, will notify the parents, obtain consent and
evaluate the student for eligibility within 35 school days of the receipt of the parent’s consent.
The district, in consultation with the parents, will continue to provide special education services
comparable to the services on the student’s IEP, pending the results of the evaluation.
The district must take reasonable steps to promptly obtain records, including IEP supporting documents and any other records related to special education or related services from the previous
school. The program secretary is responsible for obtaining records and ensuring follow-up.
Placement
No student may receive special education and related services without being determined eligible
for services, and thus the evaluation process and IEP development precedes the determination of
the special education placement. When a student has been evaluated and the evaluation team and
parent have determined student eligibility and the need for special education and related services,
programming decisions must occur. These decisions are made on the basis of information generated through the evaluation and IEP processes. The actual program is considered within the context of least restrictive environment (LRE) and the continuum of placement alternatives (reviewed below). When determining initial eligibility for special education, including determination of the appropriate placement, the parent or adult student must provide written consent for
services before the student receives special education services. If the parents do not consent to
the provision of special education and related services, the district will not provide special education services to the student. The district will notify the parents that the student is eligible for services and that the district is willing to provide the services when the parent provides written consent. The notification will also inform parents that the district has no FAPE obligation to the student when parents refuse to provide consent.
When program decisions are addressed by the IEP team, proper consideration must be given to
the LRE. Within the educational setting, the student should be placed, whenever possible:
1. In the school the disabled student would normally attend; and,
2. With non-disabled students in the general educational setting to the maximum extent possible.
Special classes, separate schools or removal of students with disabilities from the general education environment occurs only when the nature or severity of the disability is such that education
in the general education classroom with use of supplementary aids and services cannot be satisfactorily achieved.
If the IEP team believes that the student will not be successful within the general education classroom, the team will consider:
1. The educational benefits of full-time placement in a regular classroom;
2. The non-academic benefits of such a placement;
3. The effect the student will have on the teacher and other students in the regular classroom; and
4. The costs of placing the student in the regular classroom.
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The degree to which the student is to be integrated into the general classroom setting is dependent upon the identified needs of the student. This placement is to occur unless the nature of the
needs are so severe that this cannot be satisfactorily achieved, even with supplementary aids and
services. If the placement is in another building, the appropriate educational placement will be as
close to the student's home as reasonably possible.
Within the nonacademic setting, students will be provided nonacademic and extracurricular activities with non-disabled students. These nonacademic and extracurricular activities include
nonacademic periods within the school day such as recess, meals, assemblies and field trips.
They also include transportation, athletics, clubs and other activities. Limits on nonparticipation
or conditions of participation must be designated in the IEP.
The district will also make opportunities available for students eligible for special education to
participate with non-disabled students in the district’s art, music, industrial arts, computer, and
career and technical education classes.
Within the district, a continuum of alternative placement options exists including the general education classroom, general education classroom with consulting services, general education class
with in-class services, general education class with pull-out services, special education class with
integration into the general education class or community, self-contained special education class,
home instruction or out-of –district provisions. Options are intended to address the individual
needs of students and they are considered according to the following process:
The placement of each student with a disability will be determined annually, or sooner if appropriate, by the IEP team.
The appropriateness of placement options will be based upon various decisions including:

• Data-based judgments in IEP development;
• Judgments (data-based) in determining LRE;
• The reasonable probability of the placement option(s) assisting the student to attain annual
goals and objectives and the quality of services needed; and

• The consideration of potentially harmful effects upon the student or on the quality of services
needed.
Placement options along the continuum must include alternative placement options identified in
the definition of special education and make provisions for supplementary services such as resource room or itinerant instruction to be provided in concert with the general education placement.
Students Unilaterally Enrolled in Private Nonprofit Schools by Parents
Between October 1 and December 1, inclusive, of each year, the district will conduct an annual
count of the number of private elementary and secondary school students eligible for special education who are unilaterally enrolled by their parents in a private school located within district
boundaries and who do not wish to enroll in a public school to receive special education and related services. The district Special Services Director shall have timely and meaningful consultation with appropriate representatives and parents of private school students and make determinations about who will receive services and what services will be provided. The purpose of the
child count is to determine the proportionate amount that the district must spend on providing
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special education and related services, including transportation, to private elementary or secondary school students in the next fiscal year.
The district is required to spend a proportionate amount of federal special education Part B and
Section 619 funds to provide special education and related services to private school students. In
order to determine which students will receive services, what services will be provided, how and
where the services will be provided, and how services provided will be evaluated, the district
shall consult with appropriate representatives and parents of private school students. The district
will make the final decision with respect to services to be provided to eligible private school students. The special services office will notify each private elementary or secondary school operating in the district. If students are identified, and initial meeting will be called by the district to establish a work plan and schedule with the private school representatives to discuss how to identify students, which students will receive services, what services will be provided, how and
where services will be provided and how services will be evaluated. The Special Services Director is responsible for private school involvement and a designated special education teacher is
responsible for the development of the service plans.
A private school student has no individual entitlement to any service or amount of service (s)he
would have received if enrolled in a public school to receive FAPE. However, for each private
school student receiving special education or related services, the district shall initiate and conduct meetings to develop, review and revise a services plan describing the special education and
related services that the district will provide. The services plan must: (1) meet IEP content requirements as appropriate; and (2) be developed, reviewed, implemented and revised annually
consistent with the requirements for IEP review. The district shall make every effort to include a
representative from the private school at each meeting. If the private school representative is not
able to attend, the district shall use other methods, including individual or conference telephone
calls, to assure the representative’s participation.
Private school students may receive a different amount of services than students in public
schools who receive special education students in public schools. However, the special education
services provided to eligible special education private school students will be provided by personnel meeting the same standards as personnel providing the services in the district.
Services to students in private schools including private sectarian schools, may be provided onsite. District personnel may be made available to private schools only to the extent necessary to
provide the services required, if those services are not normally provided by the private school.
Services shall not include payment of private school teachers’ or other employees’ salaries, except for services performed outside regular private school hours and under public supervision
and control.
Equipment and/or supplies may be placed on private school premises for the period of time necessary for the services plan program, but the district shall retain and exercise title and administrative control of said equipment/supplies. The district shall keep records and make an accounting
assuring that said equipment/supplies is/are used solely for the services plan program. Said
equipment/supplies shall be removed if necessary to avoid its/their use for other purposes or if no
longer needed for the services plan program. No district funds shall be used for repairs, minor
remodeling or construction of private school facilities.
The district shall provide services to students in private schools in a manner that: (1) maintains
physical and administrative separation between the private and public school programs; and (2)
does not benefit the private school at public expense.
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Procedural Safeguards
A. Notice of Procedural Safeguards
In addition to protections provided to parents of eligible students, parents also have procedural safeguard protections when a student’s identification, evaluation or placement is at issue. The school district’s case managers at the annual IEP meeting will provide a copy of the
procedural safeguards notice to the parents and adult students one time a year and:
1. Upon initial referral or parent request for evaluation;
2. Upon receipt of the parent’s first state complaint and first request for due process hearing
in a school year;
3. Upon a disciplinary action that will result in a disciplinary change of placement; and
4. Upon request by the parent.
The procedural safeguard notice used by the district includes a full explanation of all the procedural safeguards relating to independent educational evaluation, prior written notice, parental consent, access to educational records, discipline procedures for students who are subject
to placement in an interim alternative educational setting, requirements for unilateral placement by parents of children in private schools at public expense, state complaint procedures,
mediation, the child’s placement during pendency of due process proceedings including requirements for disclosure of evidence, due process hearings, civil actions and attorney’s fees.
Copies of the district’s special education procedural safeguards are available at the Special
Services office; each school building, and the district web site. Case managers are responsible for delivering procedural safeguards at the annual IEP, initial referral meeting, and upon
request by parent. The case manager and/or principal shall give the parent procedural safeguards upon disciplinary action that results in change of placement, and the director of special services will ensure the parent(s) receives procedureal safeguards upon receipt of a parent’s first statement of complaint and first request for due process hearing in a school year.
B. Consent
The district will obtain informed, written parental consent before:
1. Conducting an initial evaluation;
2. Providing initial special education and related services to a student; and
3. Conducting a reevaluation if the reevaluation includes administration of additional assessments.
Parental consent is not required to review existing data as part of an evaluation or reevaluation,
or to administer a test or other evaluation that is administered to all students unless consent is required of all students’ parents.
Informed consent means that the parent or adult student:
1. Has been fully informed of all information that is relevant to the activity for which the district is asking consent, and that the information is provided in his or her native language or
other mode of communication;
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2. Understands and agrees in writing to the activity for which consent is sought and the consent
describes the activity and lists any records which will be released and to whom; and
3. Understands that the granting of consent is voluntary and may be revoked at any time. If consent is revoked, the revocation does not negate an action that has occurred after the consent
was given and before the consent was revoked.
The district may not use a parent’s refusal to consent to one service or activity to deny the parent
or child any other service, benefit or activity of the district.
If the district is unable to obtain a parent’s consent, the district may use mediation procedures to
obtain a parent’s consent or request a due process hearing asking the administrative law judge to
override the parent’s refusal to consent to an evaluation or reevaluation. The district may not request a due process hearing to override a parent’s refusal to consent to initial special education
services. The district may not use mediation or due process procedures to override a parent’s refusal to consent to an evaluation or reevaluation if the student is homeschooled or enrolled in a
private school.
C. Revocation of Consent
Parents may revoke consent for the continued receipt of special education and related services.
If parents revoke consent, the staff member receiving the revocation will forward the revocation
to Special Services.
Upon receipt of the parent’s written notice of revocation, a school psychologist:
1. Will provide prior written notice for within a reasonable time before the district stops
providing services. The notice will include information about the effect of revocation
and will inform the parent of the date the district will stop providing special education
and related services.
Discontinuation of special education and related services in response to the parent’s written revocation will not be in violation of FAPE and eliminates the district’s requirement to convene an
IEP meeting or develop an IEP. However, the district does have a continuing Child Find duty,
and staff will follow referral procedures if they believe the student should be referred for special
education. In addition, parents may request that the district conduct an initial evaluation for eligibility for special education services after they have revoked consent for continued services.
D. Notice of Procedural Safeguards
In addition to protections provided to parents of eligible students, parents also have procedural
safeguard protections when a student’s identification, evaluation or placement is at issue. The
school district shall provide a copy of the procedural safeguards notice to the parents and adult
students one time a year and:

• Upon initial referral or parent request for evaluation;
• Upon receipt of the parent’s first state complaint and first request for due process hearing in a
school year;

• Upon a disciplinary action that will result in a disciplinary change of placement; and
• Upon request by the parent.
The procedural safeguard notice used by the district includes a full explanation of all the procedural safeguards relating to independent educational evaluation, prior written notice, parental
consent, access to educational records, discipline procedures for students who are subject to
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placement in an interim alternative educational setting, requirements for unilateral placement by
parents of children in private schools at public expense, state complaint procedures, mediation,
the child’s placement during pendency of due process proceedings including requirements for
disclosure of evidence, due process hearings, civil actions and attorney’s fees. Copies of the district’s special education procedural safeguards are available at each school building, the district
administration building and on the district’s website. The case manager is responsible for providing the procedural safeguards at the annual IEP meeting.
D. Prior Written Notice
Prior written notices are provided to parents when a district makes a decision relating to a student’s identification, evaluation, placement or provision of a FAPE. Prior written notices document the decisions made by the IEP teams and evaluation group.
The district will provide prior written notice to the parent of an eligible student or of a student
referred for a special education evaluation whenever the district proposes or refuses to initiate or
change the identification, evaluation, educational placement or provision of a FAPE to the student.
The prior written notice will include:
1. A statement that the parents of a special education student have procedural safeguard protections and if a copy of the procedural safeguards do not accompany the notice, a statement
that describes how a copy of the statement of procedural safeguards may be obtained;
2. A description of the action proposed or refused by the district;
3. An explanation of why the district proposes or refuses to take the action and a description of
other options that the district considered and the reasons why the options were rejected;
4. A description of any other factors which are relevant to the district’s proposal or refusal;
5. A description of each evaluation procedure, test, record or report the district used as a basis
for the proposal or refusal;
6. A description of any evaluation procedures the district proposes to conduct and sources for
parents to contact for to obtain assistance in understanding the procedural safeguards provision of this chapter.
Prior written notice and the notice of procedural safeguards must be provided in the native language of the parent or other mode of communication used by the parent unless it is clearly not
feasible to do so. If the native language or other mode of communication of the parent is not a
written language, the district will take steps to ensure that the notice is translated orally or by
other means to the parent. This may involve:
1. Arranging for an interpreter if English is not the native language of the parent or if the
parent has a hearing impairment; or
2. Providing notice orally if the written language is not a native language.
The district will document in writing how this information was provided and that the parent understands the content of the notice. The Special Services secretary is responsible for sending
written notices for evaluation, eligibility and transfers. The special education case manager sends
(or gives to parent at the meeting) the prior written notice for the IEP or placement decisions.
E. Transfer of Educational Rights to an Adult Student
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When a student eligible for special education reaches the age of 18, all educational rights under
Part B of the IDEA, previously exercised by the parent, transfer to the student, unless the student
is determined incapacitated in a guardianship proceeding or the district has appointed an educational representative for the student. When the student turns 18, the district will notify the parent
and student that the educational rights have transferred to the student and will send any required
notices to both the parent and the adult student. Notice of the transfer of educational rights will
by documented in the IEP prior to the student turning 18 by the special education case manager.
At an IEP meeting occurring one year before the student turns 18, the district will inform the parents and the student that educational rights will transfer to the student and the district will inform
the student about those educational rights. This information will be documented on the IEP.
Appointment of an Educational Representative
A student over the age of eighteen is presumed to be capable of making educational decisions
and able to provide informed consent unless he or she is determined to be “incapacitated”
through a legal guardianship proceeding. If a parent, another interested party, or the district believes that a student over the age of eighteen is unable to provide informed consent or to make
educational decisions, and the student does not have a legal guardian, the parent or other interested party may ask the district to appoint an educational representative. This determination will
only be made if two separate professionals, as defined by WAC 392-172A-05135(5)(a), state that
they conducted an examination and interviewed the student, and concluded the student is incapable of providing informed consent. The district will inform the student of the decision and appoint either the spouse, the student’s parents, another adult or a surrogate educational representative to represent the student. The appointment of the educational representative will continue for
one year.
The student or other adult may challenge the certification at any tie. If a challenge occurs, the
district will not rely on the education representative until the representative is recertified.
Confidentiality and Records Management
The superintendent, directors and principals are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of
personally identifiable information pertaining to special education and all other students. The
Special Services Office will maintain, for public inspection, a current list of the names and positions of district employees who have access to personally identifiable information of special education students. The district will provide parent and adult students, upon request, a list of the
types and locations of educational records collected, maintained or used by the district.
The district will provide instruction to employees collecting or using personally identifiable information on the procedures to protect the confidentiality of personally identifiable information.
The training will address the protections outlined in WAC 392-172A, state law and federal regulations implementing the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, FERPA, (34 CFR Part 99).
Upon request, the parent(s) of a special education student or adult student will be afforded an opportunity to inspect, review and challenge all educational records which shall include, but not be
limited to, the identification, evaluation, delivery of educational services and provision of FAPE
to the student. The district shall comply with the request promptly and before any meeting regarding an IEP or hearing relating to the identification, evaluation, educational placement of the
student or provision of FAPE to the student, including disciplinary proceedings. In any case, the
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district shall respond no more than 45-calendar days after the date the district received the request. If an educational record includes information on more than one student, the parents
(and/or adult student) may only inspect and review information relating to their child. School
personnel receiving requests for special educational records will immediately forward the request
to the Special Services Director.
If parents believe that information in an education record is inaccurate or misleading or violates
the privacy or rights of the student, they may request that the district amend the information. Policy and Procedure 3600, Student Records, describes the process and timelines for challenges and
hearings regarding student records
The district follows the guidelines for records retention outlined in the Secretary of State’s, General Records Retention Schedule and Records Management Manual. The district shall inform
parents or adult students when personally identifiable information collected, maintained or used
is no longer needed to provide educational services to the student. The information shall be destroyed at the request of the parent(s) or adult student, or will be provided to the parent or adult
student upon their request. However, a permanent record of the student’s name, address and
phone number, his or her grades, attendance, record, classes attended, grade level completed and
year completed will be maintained without time limitation.
Records management is also governed by Policy and Procedure 4040 Public Access to District
Records.
A. Surrogate Parents
A surrogate parent is a person appointed by the school district to act on behalf of a student to
help ensure the rights of the student to a FAPE when a parent cannot be identified, the whereabouts of the parent are unknown or the student is a ward of the state and does not have a foster
parent.
The Special Services Director is responsible for determining the need for appointment of a surrogate parent.
Natural or adoptive parents, foster parents, persons acting in the place of a parent such as stepparents or relatives and persons with legal custody or guardianship are considered parents. Students who are homeless and not living with a parent may need a surrogate parent.
The following is guidance for the district to follow to assist in determining the status of the parent’s rights to make educational decisions:
1. In cases where the student is in out of home care the district must determine the legal custodial status of the child.
2. Parents who have voluntarily placed their child in state placement still retain legal custody of the child and retain the right to make educational decisions. In this situation the
student is not a ward of the state.
3. Parents whose children are placed in group care, pending a determination of “dependency” may still retain rights to make educational decisions unless otherwise ordered by
the court.
4. When a disposition order and order of dependency is issued, the state becomes the legal
as well as physical custodian of the child. Parents may no longer have the right to make
educational decisions during this stage of dependency.
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5. Parents whose parental rights are terminated no longer have the right to make educational
decisions on behalf their child.
When a student is placed in foster care the foster parent may act as the parent. When a student is
placed in group care, the district will work with the parents, case-worker(s), foster parents and
others who have knowledge of the student’s legal status in order to determine the need for appointment of a surrogate.
When selecting a surrogate parent the district will select a person willing to participate in making
decisions regarding the student’s educational program, including participation in the identification, evaluation, placement of and provisions of FAPE to the student.
If a student is referred for special education or a student eligible for special education student
who may require a surrogate parent transfers into the district who may require a surrogate parent,
the district special services office will be notified of the potential need. The special services office will then select a trained individual who can adequately represent the student to ensure that
all student rights are observed.
The person selected as a surrogate:
1. Must have no interest that conflicts with the interests of the student he or she represents;
2. Must have knowledge and skills that assure adequate representation of the student; and
3. May not be an employee of a school district and/or other agency which is involved in the
education or care of the student. This includes OSPI, DSHS, district employees and group
care providers.
The district will at a minimum, review with the surrogate parent procedural safeguards, parent
involvement in the special education process, parent education publications and special education regulations. The district will also cooperate with other districts, the ESD or OSPI in training
surrogate parents and in establishing a list of persons willing and able to serve as surrogate parents.
B. Mediation
The purpose of mediation is to offer both the parent and the school district an alternative to a formal due process hearing. Mediation is voluntary and requires the consent and agreement of both
parties. Mediation cannot be used to deny or delay access by a parent to a due process hearing.
Mediation is used to resolve disagreements concerning the identification, evaluation and delivery
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of educational services or provision of a FAPE to a special education student. Mediation may be
terminated by either party at any time during the process.
The primary participants are the parents, school district representatives and mediator. The process is voluntary, confidential and informal. It is a collaborative process, conducted in a nonadversarial manner. Mediation services will be provided by the Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction (OSPI) at no cost to either party.
The district’s special education director is responsible for coordinating requests for mediation. If
a parent requests mediation, notify the director and the director will respond to the parent and coordinate with OSPI’s contracted agent. Staff members are reminded that discussions that occur
during the mediation process are confidential.
One person designated by the district to attend the mediation must have authority to bind the district in any agreement reached through mediation.
Due Process Hearing
Both parents and districts may file due process hearings involving the identification, evaluation,
placement or provision of FAPE to a student. IDEA requires that specific information be provided as part of a due process hearing request. The requirements are identified in the notice of
procedural safeguards. If parents request information about how to file a due process hearing, the
district will provide the parent with a due process hearing request that contains the required information. Due process hearing request forms are available through the Special Services Office
and on the OSPI Special Education and Administrative Resources Web site.
If any staff receives a request for a due process hearing, a copy of the request should be immediately forwarded to the Special services Director. If the parent has not filed the request for hearing
with OSPI, the district will forward the parent request to OSPI Administrative Resources Section. The district may not delay or deny a parent’s due process hearing request. Parents are entitled to a copy of the notice of procedural safeguards if this is the first due process hearing in a
school year. The district Special Services Director is responsible for providing the parents a copy
of the procedural safeguards in this situation and documenting that the safeguards were provided
to the parent.
When a parent files a due process hearing, the student remains in the placement at the time of the
request for hearing unless the parents and district agree to a different placement. See the discipline section below for placements when a disciplinary action is challenged.
When parents file a request for a due process hearing, the Special Services Director will immediately schedule a resolution meeting. The meeting must occur within 15 days after a parent files a
due process request with the district and provides a copy of the request to OSPI, or, within seven
days if the hearing request involves an expedited hearing regarding discipline. The Special Services Director will determine the appropriate district staff that will attend the resolution meeting.
The district will ensure that one of the district representatives attending the resolution meeting
has authority to bind the district in any resolution agreement. The district will not bring district
counsel to a resolution meeting unless the parent is bringing an attorney to the meeting.
Any resolution agreement reached will be documented in writing and is binding on the parties.
The document will inform the parent of their right to void the agreement within three business
days of signing the agreement.
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Discipline
Students eligible for special education may be disciplined consistent with the disciplinary rules
that apply to all students. The district shall determine on a case by case basis whether discipline
that is permitted under WAC 392-400 should occur. However, students eligible for special education must not be improperly excluded from school for disciplinary reasons that are related to
their disability or related to the district’s failure to implement a student’s IEP. The district shall
take steps to ensure that each employee, contractor and other agents of the district responsible for
education or care of a student is knowledgeable of special education disciplinary rules.
A. Removal Up to Ten Days
A building principal or designee may order the removal of a special education student from a
current placement. The district need not provide services to a student who is removed from
the current placement for ten school days or less in any school year, if services are not provided to a student without disabilities.
B. Removal for More than Ten Days
Once a student has been removed from placement for a total of ten school days in the same
school year, and if the district determines that the removal is not a change of placement, the
district must, during subsequent days of removal, provide appropriate services to the extent
necessary to enable the student to participate in the general curriculum, although in another
setting, and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in the student’s IEP. The building
principal and special services director in consultation with one or more of the student’s teachers, shall make the determination of such necessary services.
C. Change in Placement
A change of placement occurs when an eligible student is:
1. Removed from his or her current placement for more than ten consecutive school
days in a school year; or
2. Subjected to a series of removals in a school year and which constitute a pattern of
removal because: 1) the series of removals total more than ten school days in a year;
2) the student behavior is substantially similar to the student’s behavior in previous
incidents that resulted in the series of removals; and 3) because of factors such as the
length of each removal, the total amount of time a student is removed, and the proximity of the removals to one another.
Whether a pattern of removal constitutes a change in placement is determined on a case-by-case
basis by the building principal and special education director and is subject to review through
due process and judicial proceedings. The need for a manifestation determination will be discussed by the special services director and school principal. If a manifestation determination is
needed the case manager will schedule and send an invitation, and the school psychologist will
conduct the meeting. The Special Services Department receives all suspension and expulsion letters. The department secretary keeps track of the number of days a special education student has
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been excluded from school. Each school administrator should also have a system for tracking the
number of days a special education student has been excluded from school.
D. Manifestation Determination
Within ten school days after the date on which the district makes a decision to change the placement the district will schedule a “manifestation determination” of the relationship between the
student’s disability and the behavior subject to the disciplinary action.
The review of the relationship between a student’s disability and the behavior subject to the disciplinary action shall be done in a meeting by the parent and relevant members of the IEP team
who are selected by the parent and the district. The building principal or designee is responsible
for contacting the parent in order to determine relevant IEP team members and for providing notice of the meeting. The team shall review all relevant information in the student’s file, including
the IEP, teacher observations and information provided by the parent to determine:
1. If the conduct was caused by or had a direct and substantial relationship to the child’s
disability; or
2. If the conduct in question was the direct result of the district’s failure to implement the
student’s IEP.
If the team determines that the behavior resulted from any of the above, the behavior must be
considered a manifestation of the student’s disability.
The district will take immediate action to remedy the deficiencies, and will:
1. Conduct a functional behavioral assessment (unless already completed) and implement a
behavioral intervention plan if one is not already in place; or
2. Review the existing behavioral intervention plan and modify it to address the behavior;
and
3. Return the child to the placement from which he or she was removed from unless the parents and the district agree a change is necessary as part of the behavioral intervention plan,
or unless the infraction involves drugs, weapons or serious bodily injury.
E. Special Circumstances
School personnel may order a change in placement to an appropriate interim alternative educational setting for the same amount of time that a student without disabilities would be subject to
discipline, but for not more than 45 school days, if a special education student:
1. Possesses a “dangerous weapon” or carries such a weapon to school or to a school function; or
2. Knowingly possesses or uses “illegal drugs” while at school or a school function; or
3. Sells or solicits the sale of a “controlled substance” while at school or a school function.
4. Inflicts serious bodily injury upon another person while at school or a school function.
Serious bodily injury means a substantial risk of death, extreme physical pain, protracted
and obvious disfigurement or protracted loss or impairment of the function of a bodily
member, organ or mental faculty.
Any interim alternative educational setting in which the student is placed is determined by the
student’s IEP team and will:
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1. Be selected so as to enable the student to participate in the general curriculum, although
in another setting and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in the student’s IEP;
and
2. Include services and modifications designed to address the behavior or to prevent the behavior from recurring.
The district may ask an administrative law judge, or seek injunctive relief through a court having
jurisdiction of the parties, to order a change in placement to an appropriate interim alternative educational setting for not more than 45 school days or seek injunctive relief through a court having jurisdiction of the parties when:
1. The district believes that maintaining the student’s current placement is substantially
likely to result in injury to the student or others. If the student’s IEP team believes that
the student may not be maintained in his or her current placement, the IEP team should
work with the district’s special services director.
Unless the parent and the district agree otherwise, if a parent requests a hearing to challenge either the manifestation determination or the interim alternative educational setting, the student
must remain in the interim alternative educational setting pending the decision of the hearing officer or until the expiration of the 45 day period, whichever occurs first.
F. Basis of Knowledge
A student who has not been determined eligible for special education services may assert the
protections if the district had knowledge that the student was a eligible for special education before the behavior that precipitated disciplinary action occurred.
The district is deemed to have knowledge if:
1. The parent expressed concern in writing (or orally if the parent does not know how to
write or has a disability the prevents a written statement) to district supervisory or administrative personnel or a teacher that the student is in need of special education and related
services;
2. The parent requested that the student be evaluated for special education services; or
3. The teacher or other school personnel has expressed specific concern about a pattern of
behavior demonstrated by the student to the director of the special education department
or to other supervisory staff.
If instituting disciplinary action that would exceed ten days and the principal believes that one or
more of these events applies to the student, the principal will notify the special education department to determine the appropriate disciplinary procedures.
The district is not deemed to have knowledge if, as a result of receiving the information described above, the district either:
1. Conducted a special education evaluation of the student and determined that the student
was not eligible for services; or
2. The parent of the student has not allowed an evaluation of the child or has refused services.
If the district is not deemed to have knowledge that a student is a student eligible for special education student, the student may be disciplined as a student without disabilities who engages in
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comparable behaviors. The district shall conduct an evaluation, which is requested during the
time period such a student is subjected to disciplinary measures, in an expedited manner. Until
the evaluation is completed, such a student shall remain in the educational placement determined
by the district, which can include suspension or expulsion without educational services.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the district may report a crime committed by a student eligible
for special education services student to appropriate authorities. In the event of such a report, the
district shall ensure that copies of the student’s special education and disciplinary records are
transmitted for consideration by the appropriate authorities to whom the crime is reported, to the
extent transmission of the records is permitted by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA).
Staff Qualifications
All employees of the district funded in whole or part with state or federal excess special education funds will meet the standards established by the State Board of Education (SBE) and defined
in WAC 392-172-A-02090.
All employees will hold such credentials, certificates or permits as are now or hereafter required
by the SBE for the particular position of employment and shall meet such supplemental standards established by the district.
All special education teachers providing, designing, supervising, evaluating or monitoring the
provision of special education shall possess “substantial professional training.” This shall be
shown by the issuance of an appropriate special education endorsement on an individual teaching
certificate issued by the superintendent of public instruction.
In the event a special education teacher does not have a certificate endorsed in special education,
a district may apply for a pre-endorsement waiver through the special education section of the
OSPI. To qualify for the special education pre-endorsement waiver, the teacher must meet SBE
criteria.
If the district must temporarily assign a classroom teacher without a special education endorsement to a special education position, the district human resources director will document in writing that:
1. The district is unable to recruit a teacher with the proper endorsement who was qualified
for the position; and/or
2. The need for a teacher with such an endorsement could not have been reasonably anticipated and the recruitment of such a classroom teacher at the time of assignment was not
reasonably practical; and/or
3. The reassignment of another teacher within the district would be unreasonably disruptive
to the current assignments of other classroom teachers or would have an adverse effect on
the educational program of the students assigned to the other teacher.
If one or more of these criteria can be documented and the district determines that a teacher has
the competencies to be an effective special education teacher and the teacher has completed sixsemester hours or nine-quarter hours of course work which are applicable to the special education endorsement, the district can assign the teacher to special education in compliance with the
process for making out-of-endorsement assignments and reporting them to the state.
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Classified staff will present evidence of skills and knowledge necessary to meet the needs of students with disabilities. The district will provide training to classified staff to meet the state recommended core competencies.
Personnel Development
In order to provide a staff development program to improve the quality of instructional programs, the following procedures will be employed:
1. Educational concerns will be identified through a staff needs assessment completed by administrators, teachers, educational staff associates and para-educators;
2. All personnel who use restraint, restraint devices and/or isolation must be certified and annually trained in the use of such restraint, restraint devices and/or isolationTraining must be
provided annually to all personnel who may be providing aversive interventions under a student’s IEP;
3. Whenever possible, professional development will be provided in an ongoing, job-embedded
fashion providing direct feedback to staff. Training will be developed based upon the results
of the district assessment and in support of needs identified; and
4. Training activities will be conducted for regular general and special education staff and private school staff providing services for special education student.
5. Training for classified staff in the state recommended core competencies will occur through
the school district of the Educational Service District 113.
Public Participation
Any application and any required policies, procedures, evaluations, plans and reports are readily
available to parents and other members of the public through the district’s special education office and the office of the superintendent. A notice regarding the availability of such documents
will be placed on the district’s Web site.
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MEMO
TO:

Board of Directors
Superintendent Thomas Opstad

RE:

Surplus Technology Equipment
Surplus Instructional Materials

FROM:

Judy Holliday

DATE:

June 2, 2016

The Technology Department would like to declare the equipment detailed on the
accompanying spreadsheets as surplus. These items have been determined to be
of no further use to the District due to age, capabilities, and/or condition. In
accordance with our policy and procedures, the Surface RT tablets will first be
offered to students.
In addition, a variety of miscellaneous instructional materials have accumulated
over the years in the basement of the District Office. These materials, which
include 36 Highpoint English texts with accompanying workbooks, are no longer in
use at our schools and I would request that they be included in the surplus
declaration.
If you have any questions, please call me at (360) 538-2123.

Surplus Inventory ASD5 2016 by ItemMonth - April/May Surplus 2016

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Access Points

7083
7084
7085
7086
7087
7088
7094
7095
7098
7109
7109
7111
7112
7113
9036
9301
9571
9571
9574
9622
9623
9625
9627
9630
10978
10979
10980
10986
10988
11033
11036
11619
11622
11625
11634
11635
11638
11641
11643
11644
11647
1
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42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

APPLE APs

11648
11649
11651
14300
14301
14302
14303
14304
14305
14306
14307
14308
14309
14310
14311
14312
14313
14314
14315
14316
14317
14318
14319
14320
14321
16091
16092
16093
18442
18447
18448
18450
18834
18939
4329
4584
4586
4979
5007
5115
5572
2
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83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

CPUs

5583
9673
5118
5224
5297
5670
6060
6547
6649
6693
6701
6704
6760
6828
6842
6848
6853
6854
6871
6955
8268
8275
8276
8340
8362
8521
8707
11890
12168
12480
12490
12493
12495
12791
12961
13161
13833
13844
15663
15790
15791
3
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124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

Doc cam
iPads

Monitors

15860
15863
15864
15870
15871
15881
15886
15887
15900
15904
15907
15913
15960
15969
15981
16103
16417
16903
18053
18055
18070
18183
18189
18674
19386
8646
11878
15648
15650
3700
3743
4451
5270
8460
8467
8481
8482
10240
10461
10663
10665
4
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165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

Printers

Projectors

Radio
Switches

10671
10787
12354
12898
12930
12931
12943
12992
13006
13017
8656
16203
16809
6349
6539
6555
6688
8659
8689
10046
11051
9502
3775
11947

5
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Surplus RTs as of April 2016
17567
17606
17487
17244
17847
17674
17507
18891
17145
19126
17759
17390
17690
17549
17745
17421
18257
17608
17873
18851
17801
17721
17947
17827
17429
17289
17382
17121
17354
17574
17709
17543
17143
17493
17214
17680
17166
17425
17321
17203
17349
17208
17159
17080
17946
17652
17112
17861
17718
17645
17639
17910
17683
17232
17619
17242
17594
18896
17811
17251
16268
17580
17115
17665
17940
17863
17355
18211
17167
18493
17523
17356
17320
17110
17889
17352
17484
17638
17408
19121
17696
17342

17130
17290
17290
17701
17636
17586
17828
17325
17610
17650
17486
17719
17441
17756
17164
18902
17413
17218
18627
17564
17279
17311
18633
17126
17109
17691
17222
17578
17335
18634
17401
17849
17136
17087
18861
17423
17346
17417
17288
17495
18640

18871
17132
17511
17720
17920
17439
17175
17443
17277
18856
17798
17944
17284
17438
17514
17817
19101
17286
17131
18850
17632
17556
17807
17741
17885
18254
17243
18132
17213
17924
17581
17929
17197
17206
17742
17747
17089
17536
18879
17156
17782

1

17927
18868
18890
17802
17875
18464
17171
19104
18256
17117
17533
17359
17707
19060
17951
17135
17440
18644
17474
17593
17913
17965
17824
17228
17588
17146
17482
17575
17748
17662
17919
17625
18884
17363
19107
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17260
17641
17673
17729
17810
17901
17717
17663
17162

17937
17527
17326
17307
17631
17445
17918
17949
17677

17926
17205
18900
19100
17623
17168
18865
17897
19063

17337
17787
17225
18869
17500
17837
19058
18895
17333

2

SURFACE RT SURPLUS LIST 2016
SN 067291331752 = T 17079

SN 100625730252 = T 17303

SN 043822230252 = T 17459

SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN

SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN

SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN

063394331752
064886331752
063341431752
067460531752
058944531752
064914431752
064891731752

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

17096
17105
17128
17129
17173
17176
17178

043975724452
122266230252
097325230252
006330230352
124520730252
006439630352
064162230152

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

17310
17312
17322
17332
17350
17364
17367

100646430252
064540224552
092341230252
032694424152
100645530252
059380330252
100642130252

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

17469
17477
17478
17481
17517
17521
17528

SN 064920731752 = T 17201
SN 062932631752 = T 17209

SN 100624130252 = T 17383
SN 006262530352 = T 17385

SN 100720430252 = T 17535
SN 192577424352 = T 17541

SN 064952231752 = T 17223

SN 006459430352 = T 17403

SN 100663530252 = T 17546

SN 064950431752 = T 17252

SN 104335530252 = T 17404

SN 003719130352 = T 17548

SN 067132231752 = T 17259

SN 006430130352 = T 17407

SN 007325424052 = T 17550

SN 077619531752 = T 17268

SN 003687430352 = T 17416

SN 099559524852 = T 17551

SN 064613131752 = T 17278
SN 067416431752 = T 17291

SN 024567424352 = T 17437
SN 019869230252 = T 17453

SN 100631330252 = T 17585
SN 007210430352 = T 17591

SN 100645530252 = T 17517

SN 096352324852 = T 17454

SN 100665330252 = T 17592

SN 045566230252 = T 17458

SN 045566230252

SN 097794630252 = T 17597

= T 17458

SURFACE RT SURPLUS LIST 2016
SN 071267524452 = T 17598

SN 074180131752 = T 17769

SN 076976731752 = T 17877

SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN

SN 087048131752 = T 17780

SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN

090741724452
027751630252
003301730352
100701530252
088589430252
144185524452
003243230352

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

17604
17609
17616
17618
17626
17627
17629

SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN

037209731752
026244330552
003668531852
088370231752
087999731752
073791131652

=
=
=
=
=
=

T
T
T
T
T
T

17785
17788
17797
17806
17816
17821

062532331652
092165531752
060001730852
003006531852
087571731752
058476531752
104969631652

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

17880
17882
17909
17931
17936
17938
17948

SN 035215531752 = T 17653

SN 101607631652 = T 17822

SN 113892424252 = T 17954

SN 089120131752 = T 17678

SN 066644231752 = T 17823

SN 061739231752 = T 17955

SN 002511531852 = T 17688
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SN 041826730152 = T 17789
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SN 012521330352 = T 18878
SN 101116425252 = T 19061
SN 057334624852 = T 19084
SN 035733732052 = T 19098
SN 021050630552 = T 19115
SN 035236231552 = T 19124
SN 098031724152 = T 17784
SN 092207131752 = T 17714
SN 086820431752 = T 17876
SN 064947531752 = T 17169
SN 031495623852 = T 19054

SN 064891731752 = T 17178
SN 086292124152 = T 19128

CERTIFICATED
HIRE: We recommend the Board approve the following certificated hires:
Name
Location
Position
Joan Hoehn
Stevens Elementary
Principal
David Glasier
Aberdeen High School
Assistant Principal
Linda Golliher
Harbor High School
Art & Science Teacher
Nicholas Barene Miller Jr. High School
Music Teacher
Justin Walker
A. J. West Elementary
2nd Grade Teacher
Damien Cooper
TBD
Special Education Teacher
Emily Boyce
Aberdeen High School
Summer School Teacher – Math
Laura Carle
Aberdeen High School
Summer School Teacher – Math
Gienelle Harless Aberdeen High School
Summer School Teacher – Math
Ravinder Jandu
Aberdeen High School
Summer School Teacher – Math
Maureen Lewis
Aberdeen High School
Summer School Teacher – ELA
Tricia Matisons
Aberdeen High School
Summer School Teacher – Math
William Rabung Aberdeen High School
Summer School Support Teacher
Jessie Winter
Aberdeen High School
Summer School Teacher – Math
Lindsey Kargbo
Twin Harbors Skill Center Summer School Teacher – Health Care Careers
Charles Veloni
Twin Harbors Skill Center Summer School Teacher – Electrical Engineering
Kris Bitar
Harbor High School
Summer School Teacher – ELA
Chris Howell
Harbor High School
Summer School Teacher – Math/Science
Scott Morrison
Harbor High School
Summer School Teacher – Social Studies/History
Robert Sutlovich Harbor High School
Summer School Teacher – Math Tutor
Maria Olsen
McDermoth Elementary
Summer School Teacher

Effective Date
07/01/16
07/01/16
2016-17
2016-17
2016-17
2016-17
07/11/16 – 07/15/16
07/05/16 – 07/08/16
07/18/16 – 07/29/16
07/05/16 – 07/08/16
07/13/16 – 07/29/16
07/18/16 – 07/29/16
06/23/16 – 07/29/16
07/11/16 – 07/15/16
06/23/16 – 07/12/16
07/13/16 – 07/29/16
06/23/16 – 07/12/16
06/23/16 – 07/12/16
06/23/16 – 07/12/16
06/23/16 – 07/12/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16

CHANGE OF ASSIGNMENT: We recommend the Board approve the following certificated change of assignment:
Name
Heidi Armenta

Location from:
Robert Gray Elementary

To:
Miller Jr. High School

Position
Social Studies Teacher

Effective Date
2016-17

RESIGNATION: We recommend the Board approve the following certificated resignation:
Name
Location
Position
Sandra Bacon
A. J. West Elementary
1st Grade Teacher

Effective Date
06/21/16

RETIREMENT: We recommend the Board approve the following certificated retirement:
Name
Location
Position
Roberta Player
Therapy Office
Speech/Language Pathologist

Effective Date
07/01/16
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CLASSIFIED
HIRES: We recommend the Board approve the following classified hires:
Name
Location
Position
Garrett Johannes
Miller Jr. High School
21st Century Site Coordinator
Keigan Gardiner
Maintenance
Summer Maintenance Worker – Temporary
Jennifer Krasowski
District
Summer School – Para-educator YMCA
Dawn Smith
District
Summer School – Para-educator YMCA
Jeri Distler
Aberdeen High School
Summer School – Para-educator
Heather Johnson
Aberdeen High School
Summer School – Para-educator
Tedd White
Aberdeen High School
Summer School – Para-educator APEX
Teresa Simpson
Harbor High School
Summer School – Para-educator APEX
Jana Stephens
Miller Jr. High School
Summer School – Para-educator
Diane Giron
A. J. West Elementary
Summer School – Para-educator
Lila Jernstrom
A. J. West Elementary
Summer School – Para-educator
Dawn Smith
A. J. West Elementary
Summer School – Para-educator
Michele Smith
A. J. West Elementary
Summer School – Para-educator
Kelly Bielec
Central Park Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Dominique Levao
Central Park Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Merlyn Sterling
Central Park Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Virginia Barragan
McDermoth Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Brenda Camp
McDermoth Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Diane Chenoweth
McDermoth Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Laura Dennis
McDermoth Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Rebel Jordan
McDermoth Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Patricia Stanton
McDermoth Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Dawn Odd
Robert Gray Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Bridget Onasch
Robert Gray Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Shae Lynn Ramsey
Robert Gray Elementary Summer School – Para-educator
Breanne Johnson
Stevens Elementary
Summer School – Para-educator
Lisa Hill
Stevens Elementary
Summer School – Para-educator
Dianne Pratt
Stevens Elementary
Summer School – Para-educator
Mark Prince
Stevens Elementary
Summer School – Para-educator
Carla Harden
Food Service
Summer Lunch Program – Food Service Wrkr
Alisha Pearson
Food Service
Summer Lunch Program – FSW/Transport
Donna Pearson
Food Service
Summer Lunch Program – FSW/Transport
Mary Stout
Food Service
Summer Lunch Program – FSW/Transport
Mary Stout
Food Service
Summer Lunch Program – Cook

Effective Date
2016-17
06/06/16 – 08/31/16
08/12/16 – 08/30-16
08/12/16 – 08/30/16
06/23/16 – 07/29/16
06/23/16 – 07/12/16
06/23/16 – 08/30/16
06/23/16 – 07/12/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/25/16
08/01/16 – 08/31/16
08/01/16 – 08/26/16
08/01/16 – 08/31/16
06/22/16 – 07/29/16
08/01/16 – 08/31/16

CHANGE OF ASSIGNMENT: We recommend the Board approve the following classified change of assignment:
Name
Mark Prince

Location from:
McDermoth Elementary

To:
Administration

Position
Para-educator

RESIGNATIONS: We recommend the Board approve the following amended classified resignations:
Name
Location
Position
Renee Quinn
Miller Jr. High School
School Counselor Secretary
Karyn Olson
Stevens Elementary School
21st Century Site Coordinator
Tammy Rairdan
Stevens Elementary School
School Office Coordinator
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Effective Date
2016-17

Effective Date
06/21/16
06/07/16
06/28/16 (revised)

CLASSIFIED (Continued)
RETIREMENT: We recommend the Board approve the following certificated retirement:
Name
Location
Position
Dorothy Ross
Robert Gray Elementary
Para-educator

Effective Date
07/01/16

TERMINATION: We recommend the Board approve the following classified termination:
Name
Location
Position
Jaron Shea
Maintenance
Summer Maintenance Worker – Temporary

Effective Date
05/25/16

EXTRA-CURRICULAR CONTRACT: We recommend the Board approve the following extra-curricular
contract:
Name
Location
Position
Effective Date
Ben Barene
Aberdeen High School
Girls’ Soccer – Assistant Coach
08/22/16
Doug Basler
Aberdeen High School
Volleyball – Head Coach
08/22/16
Brenda Blancas
Aberdeen High School
Intramural Coach
08/22/16
Sarah Butcher
Aberdeen High School
Girls’ Swimming – Assistant Coach .5 FTE
08/22/16
Terry Dion
Aberdeen High School
Football – Assistant Coach
08/17/16
Casey Doyle
Aberdeen High School
Football – Assistant Coach
08/17/16
Andy Duffy
Aberdeen High School
Boys’ Tennis – Head Coach
08/22/16
Joe Fagerstedt
Aberdeen High School
Football – Assistant Coach
08/17/16
Alberto Garcia
Aberdeen High School
Football – Assistant Coach
08/17/16
Desiree Glanz
Aberdeen High School
Volleyball – Assistant Coach
08/22/16
April Heikkila
Aberdeen High School
Girls’ Swimming – Assistant Coach .5 FTE
08/22/16
Sarah Johnson
Aberdeen High School
Volleyball – Assistant Coach
08/22/16
April Meissner
Aberdeen High School
Cross Country – Head Coach
08/22/16
Jeff Niemi
Aberdeen High School
Girls’ Basketball – Head Coach
11/14/16
Kevin Ridout
Aberdeen High School
Football – Head Coach
08/17/16
Shon Schreiber
Aberdeen High School
Football – Assistant Coach
08/17/16
Jan Simons
Aberdeen High School
Girls’ Swimming – Head Coach
08/22/16
Dan Sundstrom
Aberdeen High School
Boys’ Golf – Assistant Coach
08/22/16
Jack Traxle
Aberdeen High School
Football – Assistant Coach
08/17/16
Larry Kinread
Miller Jr. High School
Football – Head Coach
08/22/16

EXTRA-CURRICULAR RESIGNATION: We recommend the Board approve the following extra-curricular
resignation:
Name
Location
Position
Effective Date
Harley Revel
Aberdeen High School
Boys’ Golf – Head Coach
05/31/16
Rebecca Zvono
Aberdeen High School
Fastpitch – Assistant Coach
06/03/16
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